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INTRODUCING
SPORTDOR
— improved safety for sports
and school halls, community
centres and leisure centres.
DETAILS ON PAGE 10-14

The
making life easier for the installer

“Sincere effort maintains energy and focus, not
letting expectations slip. The comfortable rut
of settling for less is simply not an option.”

Excellent 9.3
based on 126 reviews

I
OPENING HOURS

Mon to Fri 7.30am — 4.30pm
Weds 7.00am — 4.00pm
Need help? Call us now for expert
steel door advice or a free quotation.

01524
487740
sales@strongdor.com

www.strongdor.com

We have been using Strongdor products
for quite some years and I would always
recommend their products to our clients.
Great quality, great service.
KINGSWOOD DOORS LTD

Doors packaged really well and nice little
touch with the fixing packs and the sweets
helped the install go well. Definitely be
using Strongdor again...
GLASSEDGE LTD

am always grateful, and more than a
little humbled, when happy Strongdor
customers take the time, and care, to
leave feedback on our Trustpilot profile
page.
I will not pretend that every review
is positive, but there are enough stars
up there to illuminate a very satisfying
“excellent” status. Thank you.
Reading those reviews brought to
mind something that Aristotle said. He
believed that excellence is never an
accident, because it is always the result
of high intention, sincere effort, and
intelligent execution.
He recognised that excellence
represents the one, wise choice from
many alternatives, and that it is through
choice and not chance, that destiny is
ultimately determined.
For me, high intention means
striving for the best possible product and

service by committing to the process
of development and improvement, we
should never be satisfied with good.
Sincere effort maintains energy and
focus, not letting expectations slip. The
comfortable rut of settling for less is
simply not an option.
Finally, intelligent execution is
achieved through strategy, planning and
assessment. Seeking new opportunities,
identifying potential pitfalls and finding
the appropriate, positive response to
challenge.
We may never be able to firmly
guarantee absolute perfection, but if
Strongdor continue to make the right
choices based on the principles above,
then my firm belief is that excellence will
always be the result.
TIM DEVENISH
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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PRODUCT RANGE AT A GLANCE

PRODUCT RANGE AT A GLANCE

The complete Strongdor
steel door product range
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Bullet
resistant door

1435mm x
3010mm

2905mm x
3010mm

BS EN 1522:
1999

O O O O O

Explosion
resistant door

1435mm x
3010mm

2905mm x
3010mm

0.1 TO 2 BAR FM TESTED

Thermally
rated door

1360mm x
2550mm

2640mm x
2550mm

Safer doors
for sports
halls

1400mm x
3000mm

2800mm x
3000mm

O O O O O O O O

O

O

O

O O O

O

BS EN 14351-1
2006 & A2: 2016

Resistance to Wind

Water Resistance

Air Permeability

Wood Effect Print

Wood Cladding

Adjustable Side Frames

Anti Graffiti Coating

Anti Bacterial Coating

Low U Value ≤2

Range of Hardware

Blast Rated

Security Rated

O

O O O O O O O O

O O O O O

O

O

O O O O O O O O

O O O O O

O

O

O O O O O O O O

O O O O O

O O O O

O O

Ballistic Rated

2600mm x
2600mm

O O

O O O O

Acoustic Rating

1300mm x
2600mm

O O O

EN ISO 10140-1:
2006

Smoke Resistance

Attack
resistant steel
security door

O

2905mm x
3010mm

Fire Rating

2900mm x
3000mm

1435mm x
3010mm

Fastrack delivery

1500mm x
3000mm

Acoustically
rated door

Solid over / side Panels

Steel profile
glazed door

O O

O O O O

Glazed over/side Panels

O O O O O O

O O O O O

Glazed Walls

RC1-3 /
PAS 24 / SBD

Vision Panels

2905mm x
3010mm

Primary
Certification

Fully Glazed

1435mm x
3010mm

Max Size
Double

Louvre Panels

Security
rated door

O

Max Size
Single

Marine Grade C5 coating

O O O O O

Description

PAS 23

O

Door Range

PAS 24

O O O O

Resistance to Wind

EN 1634-1:
2014

Water Resistance

2639mm x
2762mm

Air Permeability

1365mm x
2762mm

Wood Effect Print

Bespoke steel
fire door

Wood Cladding

O O O

Adjustable Side Frames

O

Anti Graffiti Coating

O O O O

Anti Bacterial Coating

BS EN 14351-1
2006 & A2: 2016

Low U Value ≤2

2800mm x
3000mm

Range of Hardware

1400mm x
3000mm

Blast Rated

Bespoke
steel door

Security Rated

Primary
Certification

Ballistic Rated

Max Size
Double

Acoustic Rating

Smoke Resistance

Fire Rating

Fastrack delivery

Solid over / side Panels

Glazed over/side Panels

Glazed Walls

Vision Panels

Fully Glazed

Louvre Panels

Marine Grade C5 coating

Max Size
Single

PAS 23

Description

PAS 24

Door Range

The complete Strongdor
steel door product range
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O O
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O O O

O O O
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O O O O O

O O O O

O O O O
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Strongdor Limited reserve the right to vary specifications, including colours, with or without notice and at such times in such manner as
they think fit. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars
contained in this brochure. This publication shall not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person.
All sales are made by the Company concerned subject to and with the benefit of their standard Conditions of Sale and Warranty, copies
of which may be obtained from them on request. This publicity material applies to the UK only Trade Descriptions Act (1968). Whilst
efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of distribution and
consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular
feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details in advance of purchase. E&OE.

WORLD CLASS
STEEL DOORS
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STRONGDOR NEWS

SOCIAL HOUSING

300,000 ways to fix
the broken housing market
“We have
already worked
with specialist
installation
companies
on a number
of residential
schemes,
particularly in
the South West,
where demand is
distinctly acute.”

In his spring statement, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer Philip Hammond, announced an
investment of £3bn to fund the building of
30,000 new, affordable homes.
Ear-marked to keep the government on track
to achieve its target of 300,000 new homes
in 2019, this additional investment represents
another piece in a jigsaw of new housing
initiatives and schemes.
The Chancellor said that building more
homes in the right places would be critical in
unlocking productivity growth and in making
housing more affordable. He also confirmed the
governments determination to “fix the broken
housing market.”
Affordable homes are a relatively small part
of the housing supply in England, but official
figures show that the number has been growing
since 2017. With the homeless charity Shelter

Left: We have seen an increase in demand for louvered bin store doors like these
at a residential development in South London

08
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predicting that 3.1 million social homes will be
needed in the next 20 years, the demand for
more clearly exists.
Better known as suppliers to the commercial
sector, Strongdor are responding to the
resulting increase in demand for residential
projects in both the public and private sectors.
Strongdor’s sales and marketing director,
Terry James, said: “We have noticed more
enquiries and orders coming through from
developers and community organisations for
both louvered bin and bike store doors, as well
as communal flat entrances.”
We have already worked with specialist
installation companies on a number of
residential schemes, particularly in the South
West, where demand is distinctly acute.” He
added.
These projects include developments like the
one at Nihill Place in Croydon, undertaken in
partnership with Windows for Construction.
See pages 86-87 for more details.

DOORBOOK TRADE | ISSUE 8
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STRONGDOR NEWS

DEVELOPMENT

The display contains nine
different door types. Fitted
with indicative hardware
they also demonstrate
vision and louvre panels
as well as glazed profile
options.

Clocking up an impressive
70,000 miles, in just under 12 months,
its a good job that the Strongdor sales manager,
Leon is equally fond of open road liberty as he is a
drive-thru coffee and a road-side bacon barm.

He
ain’t no
astronaut

06
10

In context, that 70,000 miles is just short
of the equivalent of circumnavigating the
earth three times at its widest point, but
Leon is no astronaut in orbit.
Instead, he prefers to keep his feet firmly
planted, traversing the length and breadth
of these sceptered isles. Listening to your
steel door successes and challenges and
finding great excuses for Strongdor to help
you out.
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With those sorts of stats, it was never
going to be long before some spark had
the notion of harnessing some sample steel
doors to all that tyre rubber.
What resulted was the DorTrailer mobile
steel door display, which contains some
bijou, but fully functional door samples
from across the Strongdor range.
If you would like to see it for yourself,
then please contact us to arrange a visit.

King of
the road
Strongdor’s DorTrailer mobile steel door display is
ready to roll. Keep your eyes peeled for it at trade
shows and exhibitions. Better still, talk to us and
find out how it can help you to grow sales and win
more orders.

DOORBOOK TRADE | ISSUE 6DOORBOOK
| Summer and
TRADE
Autumn
| ISSUE
20198
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STRONGDOR NEWS

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR THE BUYER

• Surface mounted door
closers
• Slide arm door closers
• Concealed door closers
• Electromagnetic door
closers
• Accessories
• Panic hardware
• Friction stays
• Security hardware

We teamed up with our friends over at Rutland to produce an
exclusive online portfolio of trade priced door closers that can be
ordered for next day delivery from our dedicated door hardware
website - doorhardwarestore.co.uk

door
hardware
store.co.uk

Launched in 2018, the online shop now
offers even more quality door furniture and
accessories.
With close to 100 separate items and plans to
add more in the near future, the site now offers
real savings on a range of quality door hardware,
particularly door closers. From door stays to
panic furniture, the site is simple to use with
the assurance of secure payment through the
Sagepay checkout portal.

12
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Rutland are a whizz at
producing cleverly designed,
tough door closers that
contribute to both the safety
and the allure of their particular
built environment.
Known for their unrivalled
enthusiasm and helpful service,
Rutland products feature on
millions of doors worldwide,
from hospitals and schools
to manufacturing facilities,
skyscrapers and historic
buildings.
Our unique business
relationship has enables us to
offer Rutland products at very
special trade rates, that you can
only find in the online store.

get closer to
real savings
The TS9205 satin
nickel, surface
mounted door
closer is just
one of the many
colours and
variations ready
to order online.

DOORBOOK TRADE | DOORHARDWARESTORE.CO.UK
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NEW PRODUCT
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SPORTDOR SAFER DOORS FOR SPORTS HALLS

Great design can inspire sports enthusiasts of every age and ability. It enables
more and more people to participate in all kinds of activities in the safety
of purpose built, accessible, well maintained facilities. It helps to build
connection in team activities, resilience in individual pursuits and a sense of
achievement that only comes from overcoming challenge.

SAFER DOORS
FOR SPORTS HALLS
Sport England have been recommending the
addition of rebound panels on steel doors since
2012. Specifically designed for use on sports hall
emergency exits, these specialist doors protect
hall users from impact injury from prominent
door furniture.

10
14
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Sport England recommendations for
sports hall emergency exit doors
(taken from their Sports Halls design and
layout guidance publication 2012)
Sports hall walls should be detailed for safety and
without hazardous projections. Flush surfaces should
extend to 2.0m minimum, preferably to 2.7m above.

1050 max.

Recessed panic bolt bar
set at height to conform
to Building Regs Part M,
British Standards and
‘Accessible Sports Facilities’
requirements

8-950 approx

250 app.

All edges of the recess
should be radiused to
minimise risk of impact injury

Rebound panels flush with
surrounding wall face

Note: All dimensions are in millimetres

In their Sports Halls design
guidance publication (pictured),
Sport England advise that: “Flush
doors, especially those with
panic bolt mechanisms, are
often difficult to get right and
consideration should be given to
using metal frames and procuring
as a single source supply item (like
an engineered window).
“External escape doors must
be panelled out to line through
with the wall surface. The lower
section can then form part of the
five-a-side football rebound zone
(1.21m high along walls) and a
flush facing is essential for overall
safety.”
Over time, as the guidance is
taken up, these rebound panels are
becoming more popular and are
being specified on both new build
and refurbishment projects. Our
standard Steeldor range can easily
be modified to comply with the
recommendation and is currently
being used successfully in sports
facilities across the country.

!
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Guided by the advice and expertise offered
by Sport England, Strongdor designed
Sportdor to meet the varying needs of the
end user, while not compromising on our
commitment of making life easier for the
installer. Ideal for use in schools, leisure
centres and community spaces, Sportdor
offers both specification flexibility and
sturdy performance.

NEW PRODUCT

N

SPORTDOR SAFER DOORS FOR SPORTS HALLS

Full details of the Sport
England recommendations
for sports hall design can be
found on their website. You
can download the guidance
document from the following
page.
https://www.sportengland.org/
facilities-planning/design-andcost-guidance/sports-halls/

NOTE: Modifying a standard proprietary door (as indicated) can be a cost effective alternative
to a specialist manufacturer supplied door. However, issues such as the added weight of
construction / certification using this approach must be carefully considered.
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EDUCATION PROJECTS

School will soon be out for
summer, and while that is
great news for most teachers
and pupils, it could easily
leave unprepared facilities
management professionals
scratching their heads. So
to help you avoid the “could
do better,” here is a steel
door crib sheet that we hope
helps you to get top marks
for effort on your report
card!

18
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Education!
Education!
Education!
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EDUCATION PROJECTS
Security and safety are absolute requirements for all educational institutions and
all our doors are primarily designed to protect the learning community without
compromising on the preservation of the property. Internal and external fire and
security rated doors that safeguard the integrity of the fabric and create safer
learning spaces.

20
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EDUCATION PROJECTS
Project type: Internal and external bespoke
fire doors for a faith community high school
of approximately 1,500 pupils and teachers.

Thornleigh College, Bolton
FIRE-RATED STEEL DOORS
For most public sector projects, reliability
and resilience are key considerations when
specifying and selecting replacement doors,
and it was no different for Thornleigh Salesian
College in Bolton.
With a small window of opportunity and a
real need to minimise disruption, all work had to
be completed within a tight deadline.
This is a high traffic environment, with
sustained and prolonged use from over 1,500
students and teachers, that required doors that
would perform perfectly, time and time again.
Also, as you would expect, for safety sake
the doors had to meet all accreditation for build
quality and fire rating.
The fire- rated Firedor Series met all
requirements and Strongdor ensured that the
project was delivered on time and in budget for
the start of the new term.

22
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EDUCATION PROJECTS
Project type: Main entrance with glass profile doors
in learning centre for young people with
additional educational needs

Knowle DGE Learning Centre
GLASSDOR STEEL PROFILE GLAZED DOOR

Based in Bristol, Knowle DGE Learning
Centre is a vibrant and aspirational learning
community for young people with additional
educational needs. The ethos of the centre
revealed within its name, Discovery, Guidance
and Enjoyment.
Formerly known as the Florence Brown
School, the centre moved to its current,
purpose-built site in the summer of 2010.
Constructed under Building Schools for the
Future programme, the school typically has a
roll of about 150 students who benefit from
the high staff ratios and superb facilities.
Working with Gemsec, the Bristol based
security specialists, Strongdor supplied
products from both the Steeldor and Glassdor
ranges. Installed across the site in a recent
refurbishment, the doors had been chosen for
their durability in what can be a high traffic,
demanding environment.
Operating within the narrow time-frame
of the summer break, it was essential that the

24
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doors where made and delivered on schedule
and, importantly for the public sector, within
budget.

DOORBOOK TRADE | ISSUE 8
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STRONGDOR
PRODUCTS

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

STEELDOR BESPOKE STEEL DOORS

Look close enough and
you will find Steeldor
has it covered. From cold
rooms to power stations,
retail units to hospitals,
offices to industrial units,
even in the most remote
parts of the Outer
Hebrides, one size may
not fit all, but one range
certainly serves all.

MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

1400 x 3000mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

2800mm x 3000mm

28
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Steeldor - quality
bespoke steel doors
Feedback suggests you appreciate an
easy to fit, versatile steel door, that offers
fantastic value for money. Steeldor was
developed to meet that need, offering
superb flexibility for use in many different
situations and environments.
To make life easier for the installer,
Steeldor is manufactured from corrosion
resistant high-tensile steel, each door-set
comes complete with powder coating
and an appropriate installation kit.
These doors are popular with
contractors and specifiers alike, the
consummate all-rounder, they come
with a range of features and options
that can be configured to order. This is
your door, made your way to order - no
wonder we supply so many.

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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DOOR
CUTOUT

GLAZING
SPACE

ORDER
ORDER
SIZE
SIZE
PLUS
MINUS
22mm ORDER 27mm
SIZE IS
VISIBLE
LITE PLUS
15mm

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
51mm

(6mm)
GLAZING
MATERIAL

STEELDOR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
45mm
door

OUTSIDE

INSIDE
(44mm)
(2mm)
DOOR ONLY

(2mm)

FRAME

SIDE PANELS & OVER PANELS (Optional)

THRESHOLD

Manufactured from 1.6 mm thick ‘Rustec’
steel.*

Solid, Glazed and Louvred side and over
(2mm)
panels available.

Aluminium threshold with neoprene seal on
(2mm)
external
outward opening doors.

Single rebate 104mm wide frame with
additional rebate for flush lip.*
A minimum of six fully adjustable fixing
points are provided to each jamb.*
Unique ‘Adjust-2-fit’ side channels with each
frame.*
Double rebate frames are available on
request.

VISION PANELS (Optional)
20GA Cold Rolled Steel – Stainless Steel
available upon request.
FRAME
O.D
ORDER
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

6mm GWPP/ 6.4mm Laminated / 6mm
Toughened / 9mm Ceramic.
ORDER
22mm Double Glazed units.
SIZE

LEAF

18GA Galvanised Steel – frame.

42mm thick ‘Hexatex’ core.*
5 year warranty against rust as standard for
all colour coated doors.*
DOOR IRONMONGERY
BS 7352 Grade 13 stainless steel, twin
bearing template drilled butt hinges with
integral high security dog bolts are fitted as
standard with CE marking.
SEALS

GLASS
SIZE

Obscured and frosted options on request.

LOUVRES (Optional)

PLUS
22mm

ORDER
SIZE IS
VISIBLE
LITE PLUS
15mm

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
27mm

22GA Galvanised Steel – louvre blades.
50% Free air flow in standard configuration.

GLAZING
SPACE

The standard is BS 6375: Part 1: 2009
(test to EN1026:2000, EN1027:2000,
EN12211:2000) and Steeldor passed the
1200 exposure rating.

(6mm)
GLAZING
MATERIAL

WIND LOAD

Full range of and BS colours available.

(5mm)

Marine Grade finish is available as an option
in salt laden coastal or high chlorination
locations.
Full range of finishes available including,
metallics and pearlescent. FRAME
16 year warranty against rust in a non saline
environment with our optional C5i coating.
ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

The EN12211:2000 standard was passed
1200Pa (Class A3) 98 mph.

FRAME
O.D

FRAME
O.D
ORDER
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

(5mm)
Square
lock edge

Hinge jamb

FRAME
O.D
GLASS

4mm
SIZE

(17mm)

(29mm)

ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

(25mm)

(17mm)

25.4mm
h astragal

25.4mm
h astragal

(25mm)

1.35mm

(13mm)
ORDER
GLASS
SIZE
(10mm)
SIZE
&
GLAZING
DOOR
SPACE
CUTOUT

OUTSIDE

107.5
expander
sides

VISION PANEL
(OPTIONAL)

(11mm)

Square
lock edge

1.35mm
VISIBLE
LITE

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
51mm

Square
lock edge

VISIBLE
LITE

(10mm)
GLAZING
SPACE

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
51mm

(6mm)
GLAZING
MATERIAL

45mm
door

45mm
door

INSIDE

Bevel
hinge edge

(25mm)

STANDARD 96mm
THRESHOLD

12.6mm

4mm

INSIDE
OUTSIDE

Bevel
hinge edge

ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

door-sets in the range.

3mm

96cm industrial
door seal

(5mm)

8mm under

4mm
(5mm)

Hinge jamb
(29mm)

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

(29mm)

28mm

(29mm)

107.5
expander
sides

(11mm)

96mm

12.6mm
96cm industrial
door seal

FRAME
O.D

48mm

3mm
8mm under door clearance

48mm

3mm
FRAME
O.D

ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT
ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

Bevel
hinge edge

4mm

(44mm)
(5mm)
or specify
(44mm)
door clearance
(5mm)
or specify

(29mm)

INSIDE

4mm

door

(44mm)
(5mm)
or specify
* Available on most
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Strike jamb

4mm

(13mm)

ORDER
ORDER
SIZE
SIZE
ORDER
ORDER
(6mm)
PLUS
MINUS
SIZE
SIZE
GLAZING
22mm ORDER 27mm
PLUS
MINUS
22mm ORDER MATERIAL
SIZE IS
27mm
VISIBLE
SIZE IS
LITE PLUS
28mm
VISIBLE
15mm
LITE PLUS
15mm

(29mm)
45mm

(25mm)

OUTSIDE

(44mm)
or specify

FRAME AND
LEAF PROFILE

WATER-TIGHTNESS

FINISH
Comes as standard in a powder coated
finish in one of our standard colours.

(5mm)
1.35mm

WEATHER-TIGHTNESS
ORDER

36% Free air flow when using insect mesh.

ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

30

25.4mm
h astragal

Specialist inward opening threshold
available where water ingress is an issue on
VISIBLE
(10mm) opening doors.
inward
LITE
SIZE
MINUS
51mm

Bevel
hinge edge

4mm

Double ramped threshold available for
doors needing pallet truck access. – Require
(17mm)
(25mm)
rain-drip &
brush seal to prevent water
ingress.

The standard
EN1027:2000 was passed
INSIDE
150Pa for outward opening and 100Pa for
inward opening.

OUTSIDE

Bird Mesh and Insect Mesh available.

O.D

Strongdor self adhesive P-seal provided as
standard.

Strike jamb

(13mm)

Single and Double glazed.

(2mm)

DOOR ONLY

DOOR ONLY

5 year warranty against rust as standard for
all colour coated doors.*

45mm thick Door leaf with flush lipped
astragal constructed from:
2 x 1.2mm thick ‘Rustec’ sheets, which
are Dutch folded and internally bonded
together.*

(44mm)

Strike jamb

(2mm)
(44mm)

For security most door-sets in the range are tested to PAS 24. For air permeability, the standard is BS
Hinge
jambtest pressure. For weather-tightness, the standEN1026:2000 and was passed class 4 – 600Pa
(113kmh)
Hinge jamb
ard is BS 6375: Part 1: 2009 (test to BS EN1026:2000, BS EN1027:2000,
BS EN12211:2000) and Steeldor
passed the 1200 exposure rating. For water-tightness, the standard BS EN1027:2000 was passed 150Pa
for outward opening and 100Pa for inward opening. For wind load the BS EN12211:2000 standard was
passed 1200Pa (Class A3) 98 mph.
28mm
*

(29mm)

28mm

Available on most door-sets in the range.

(29mm)

ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

107.5
expander
sides

(11mm)
(11mm)

(25mm)

107.5
expander
sides

12.6mm

(25mm)

3mm 12.6mm

96cm industrial

3mm 8mm under
doordoor
clearance 31
door seal TRADE
DOORBOOK
STEELDOR | Bespoke
steel
96cm |industrial
door seal

8mm under door clearance

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS
The option of the pre-tensioned Rustec
anti-rust steel is available on many
doors within the range. This provides
unparalleled strength and incredible
resistance to corrosion, to add years to
the life span of the door-set.

Popular with
contractors,
Steeldor is easy
to fit and comes
with a complete
installation kit.

STEELDOR DOOR TYPES AND PANEL OPTIONS

Steeldor can be configured
for use as both personnel
doors and emergency
exits. The single, double
and leaf and a half doorsets can also be supplied
with bespoke side and
overpanels.
Fixed, glazed, louvred
or detachable panels,
the illustrations on the
following pages are set out
to give an example of the
most common choices of
Steeldor design and is only
representative of the many
options available.
If you are unsure, or
have a question, then
please talk to one of our
expert sales team, who will
be able to advise and guide
you.

Single door

Solid overpanel

32
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Double door

Solid sidepanels

Leaf and a half

Louvred overpanel

Glazed overpanel

Detachable overpanel

Louvred sidepanels

Solid overpanel and sidepanels

Glazed sidepanels

Louvred overpanel and sidepanels

Glazed overpanel and sidepanels

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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EMERGENCY EXIT
SINGLE DOOR-SETS

34
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Louvre Panel

Louvre Panels with D Handle and Closer

Louvre Panel

Vision and Louvre Panels with Push Plate and Closer

Other hardware and configurations available please contact our sales team on 01524 487740

Vision Panel

Louvre Panel with Knob Outside Access Device

Louvre Panel with Lever Outside Access Device

Emergency Exit with Louvre Panels

Emergency Exit with Louvre Panel and Closer

Emergency Exit with Louvre Panel

Vision Panels

Vision Panels with D Handle and Closer

Twin Vision Panels

Vision Panel with Push Plate and Closer

Standard

Lever Outside Access Device

Single Point with vision panels

Three Point Panic Bar

Double Point Panic Bar

Single Point Panic Bar with Closer

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS
STEELDOR COMMON HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS

PERSONNEL
SINGLE DOOR-SETS

Other hardware and configurations available please contact our sales team on 01524 487740

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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Lever Handle and Louvre Panels

Push Plates, Louvre and Vision Panels

Other hardware and configurations available please contact our sales team on 01524 487740

D Handles and Louvre Panels

Dorma Contur Panic Bars and Rebound Panels

Lever Handles, Vision Panels and Closers

Push Plates, Vision Panels and Closers

Lever Handle

Single and Three Point Panic Bar with Vision Panels

Single Point Panic Bar and Closers

Single and Three Point Panic Bar

EMERGENCY EXIT
DOUBLE DOOR-SETS

Knob Outside Access Device and Louvre Panels

Lever Outside Access Device and Louvre Panels

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS
STEELDOR COMMON HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS

Other hardware and configurations available please contact our sales team on 01524 487740

PERSONNEL
DOUBLE DOOR-SETS

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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&
DOOR FRAME
CUTOUT
O.D
ORDER
ORDER SIZE
&
SIZE
MINUS DOOR
CUTOUT

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm ORDER 27mm
SIZE IS
VISIBLE ORDER
LITE PLUS SIZE
PLUS
15mm
22mm

Steeldor louvred panels
are the essential solution
for security sensitive
applications where good
airflow is imperative.
Our high quality fully
louvred panels and doors
are designed to protect
and ventilate without
compromising either
function.
With the same level
of performance and
high quality standards
of quality and service
which Strongdor have
now set as an industry
benchmark, these
products will allow 50%
airflow through any
given panel size, offering
complete peace of mind.

MATERIAL
18GA. Galvanised Steel Frame.
22GA. Galvanised Steel Louvre Blades.
FINISH
Powder coat to suit door or other finishes available
to order, including Grade 304 and Grade 316
stainless steel.

VISIBLE
LITE

(10mm)
GLAZING
SPACE

ORDER
SIZE IS
VISIBLE
BLADE PITCH
LITE PLUS
vertical. 15mm
35.8o fromOUTSIDE

(13mm)

1.35mm

GLASS
SIZE

STEELDOR LOUVRE DOORS AND PANELS

ORDER
SIZE
(10mm)
MINUS
GLAZING
51mm
SPACE

(6mm)
GLAZING
MATERIAL
ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
27mm

VISIBLE
LITE

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
51mm

(6mm)
GLAZING
MATERIAL

INSIDE

LOUVRE MESH
OUTSIDE
Insect and bird mesh available.

45mm
door

Louvre doors
and panels

45mm
door

INSIDE

FREE AIR FLOW
50% free area. (36.6% when using insect mesh).

DIMENSIONS

4m

Thickness to suit 44-46mm thick metal doors.

(44mm)
or specify

(5mm)

(5mm)

(5mm)
(44mm)
or specify

Hinge jamb

(5mm)

Hinge jamb

(29mm)
(29mm)

FRAME
O.D

(29mm)

FRAME
O.D

(29mm)

ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
ORDER
6mm
SIZE
SIZE
&
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
DOOR
&
CUTOUT
ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

107.5
expander
sides 107.5

(11mm)
(11mm)

expander
sides

DOOR
CUTOUT

(25mm)

ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

12.6mm
(25mm)

96cm industrial
door seal96cm industrial

3mm
12.6mm

8

3mm

door seal

OUTSIDE

INSIDE
OUTSIDE

INSIDE

48mm

48mm

48mm

96mm96mm
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STRONGDOR PRODUCTS
Sash Locks

STEELDOR STANDARD HARDWARE OPTIONS
Briton Escape Hardware

BRITON
5510

Surelock Escape Hardware

Dorma Escape Hardware

Surelock McGill 2 Point BAR comes with vertical
bolts for single door | Slimline surface mounted
2-point bolting system - auto-bolting, anodized push
bar with green lettering (BS EN 1125: 2008)

BRITON
5555

Surelock McGill 3 Point BAR comes with vertical
bolts for single door | Slimline surface mounted
3-point bolting system - auto-bolting, anodized push
bar with green lettering (BS EN 1125: 2008)

DORMA PHA
MODULAR 3 POINT
BRITON
376

Surelock McGill 3-point and two point green
lever handle exit system | Slimline surface mounted
3-point and 2 point bolting system - auto-bolting,
green exit lever handle (BS EN 179: 2008)

SURELOCK MCGILL
LEO OUTSIDE ACCESS
DEVICE

Surelock McGill 5 Point BAR comes with vertical
bolts for double door | Slimline surface mounted
5-point bolting system, auto-bolting, 2 x anodized
push bars with green lettering (BS EN 1125: 2008)
BRITON 1413 LEVER
OPERATED OUTSIDE
ACCESS DEVICE

BRITON
5540

BRITON
378

Briton 5530 | Bathroom lock

Briton 5560 | Escape Sashlock
Abloy EL560 | Electric Lock

40

PHA Modular 3 Point | Panic bolt with lateral latches
(push bar)
PHA Modular 2 Point | Panic bolt comes with vertical
steel latches (push bar)

Briton 5520 | Cylinder Sashlock

Briton 5555 | Cylinder Nightlatch

Outside Access Device – LEO Modules (supplied
with Union cylinder as standard) | Surface mounted
LEO keyed to differ Union Euro profile cylinder comes
with 2 keys - left and right handed.
SURELOCK MCGILL SLIMLINE
SURFACE MOUNTED 3 POINT

BRITON
5560

Briton 5510 | Cylinder Deadlock

Briton 5540 | Latch - SSS

DORMA PHB
CONTUR 1 POINT

Briton 376 | Two Point Panic Bolt - Silver

PHB Contur Modular 3 point | touchbar panic bolt
comes with vertical steel latches

Briton 378 | Single Point Panic Latch - Silver

PHB Contur 1 Point | modular touchbar panic latch
with zinc latch

Briton Lever Operated
Outside Access Device | Silver

Contur External Lever Trim | for use with PHA & PHB
panic hardware suitable for euro profile cylinder
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IF YOU CAN’T SEE
THE HARDWARE
YOU NEED?
SPEAK TO
OUR SALES
TEAM ON

01524
487740
DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

STEELDOR STANDARD HARDWARE OPTIONS
Cylinders

Personnel Door Furniture

Electric Strike / Mag lock / Codelocks

Closers / Stays

Drop Bars

Thresholds
96mm | Industrial Door
Threshold

EURO DOUBLE
CYLINDER 70mm

114mm | Industrial Door
Proline AM3 Threshold
BORG 5000
DIGI LOCK

FINGER
PLATE

96MM

127mm | Flat Double
Ramped Threshold

D PULL
HANDLE

EURO THUMBTURN
CYLINDER 70mm

RUTLAND 9205
SLIMLINE
CLOSER

Euro Standard Turn Cylinder | 70mm / SC
SAFETY LEVER HANDLES
PAIR

Pair of 19mm dia Safety Lever Handles | on sprung
rose
19mm dia D Pull Handle | 300mm
Finger Plate | 300 x 75mm - PLAIN / SSS
Disabled Thumbturn & Release | with engaged
indicator (use with bathroom lock)

Euro Double Cylinder 70mm | KA2 / SC

9205 Slimline Heavy Duty Door Closer | EN 2/3/4/
(fire rated doors)
9205 Slimline Heavy Duty Door Closer | comes with
slide arm

Euro Single Thumbturn | 45mm / SC

Hold Open Armset | including bracket and fixings.
Push side of door

Euro Double Cylinder | 70mm / SC - 6 pin kite
marked

Friction Stay Telescopic | not for windy environments

Euro Cylinder & Turn | 70mm / SC - 6 pin kite marked
higher security
3* UAP Cylinder | 6 pin British Standard Kite marked:
Anti-snap, anti-bump, anti-drill, anti-pick & anti plugpull
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Aluminium Rain drip
with Neoprene Blade

ELECTRIC
STRIKE

Electric Strike GK310 | 12/24/FL/FU Lipless
5204 Standard Arm Closer | EN 2-4 adjustable silver

Euro Double Cylinder | 70mm / SC

Self-Adhesive Brush
Seal | (Black)

RUTLAND 5204
STANDARD ARM
CLOSER

3* UAP CYLINDER
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105mm | Industrial Door
Proline AM5 Threshold

RUTLAND 9205 SLIMLINE
CLOSER WITH SLIDE ARM

DISABLED
THUMBTURN
AND RELEASE

Heavy Duty Door Holder Stay | not for windy environments

AM5

500Kg Holding Force Mag Lock | Inward / outward
opening
Borg 5000 Digi lock | SSS comes with round bar
handles.
Misc Options
Door Viewer 180 Degrees | SC
External Letter Box | 290 x 75mm

AM3

STANDARD DROP BAR

BOLT-THROUGH DROP BAR

Door Frames
Standard Frame

Drop Bar Double | with or without Pinsen Locks
bolt through also available
Drop Bar Single | with or without Pinsen Locks
bolt through also available
Wall Mounted Hook | for hanging the drop bar on

Fire Door | Keep Shut signage
Kick Plates

Door Selector | Supplied loose standard on double
fire doors)

Fire Door | Keep Locked signage
Fire Escape | Keep Clear signage

Stainless Steel | Various sizes to full door

Garage Door Stay

Disabled Symbol

Chequered | Various sizes to full door

Double Rebate Frame
Flange Frame
Standard 50mm Frame

SEE OVER-LEAF
FOR DETAILS OF
ALL OUR FRAMES

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

STEELDOR STANDARD DOOR FRAME SPECIFICATIONS

D

D

Standard single
rebate frame assembly
Size

Depth (D)

Standard double
rebate frame assembly
Size

Depth (D)

Standard flange
frame assembly

D

Standard 50mm
frame assembly

Size

Depth (D)

Size

Depth (D)

Min

80mm

Min

130mm

Min

116mm

Min

50mm

Max

250mm

Max

300mm

Max

116mm

Max

50mm

Durable, tough and easy to fit, this is Strongdor’s most popular frame. Fabricated from
strong, lightweight high tensile steel and
finished with a high quality powder coating.
The superb Adjust-2-Fit side expanders come
as standard offering 6 adjustable fixing points
per side. This frame demonstrates our vision
to make life easy for the installer.

44
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Similar in design to the single, the double
rebate frame shares many of its features, but
is more distinguished for installations that
require wider frames. Available up to 300mm
deep, this frame is sleek and unobtrusive, the
additional folds on the design adding rigidity
and strength to wider openings.

The flange frame is a popular alternative to the
single rebate frame, finding favour with modular building manufacturers who appreciate
buildings with an neat exterior, flanged finish.
Ideally suited to this cutting edge sector of the
construction industry, this versatile frame is
easy to fit and durable.

Our narrowest frame is available for use with
a 44mm door leaf. Initially designed for use
with 50mm internal partitioning systems, this
frame is ideal for use on modular concepts
such as clean rooms, offices and production
area partitioning. The 50mm frame perfectly
matches and compliments internal partitioning systems.

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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STEELDOR TROLLEY GUARD

STEELDOR GLAZED SIDE PANEL

The Strongdor trolley guard is specifically designed to protect
steel doors from the damage associated with trolleys being
rammed into the leaf to force it open.
The guards can either be specified for new doors or
retro-fitted to doors in-situ. Suitable for high traffic
warehouse or retail areas, when strategically
placed, the guards will protect against
impact and prolong the life of
the door.

Single and double glazed side and over panels
can be manufactured to size with your choice
of glazing as follows:
•

6mm GWPP/ 6.4mm Laminated / 6mm
Toughened / 9mm Ceramic.

•

Obscured and frosted options on request.

•

22mm Double Glazed units.

STEELDOR RAIN DRIP SPECIFICATIONS

Rain Drip Small

Rain Drip Large

PRODUCT CODE: RDS

PRODUCT CODE: RDL

Height

Protrusion

Height

Protrusion

50mm

55mm

80mm

73.5mm

H

DT
WI

DE

PT
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H

MODEL

WIDTH

DEPTH

RB500

500mm

219mm

RB800

800mm

219mm
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104mm
107.50mm

54mm

This smaller, powder coated steel rain drip protrudes 55mm from the
door leaf. It is mounted above the door, onto the wall over the header.
Protecting the door from the adverse effects of rain water running down
the exterior of the building onto the finished surface of the door leaf.

Offering more protection than the smaller model, this powder coated
steel rain drip protrudes 73.5mm from the door leaf. It is similarly
mounted above the door, onto the wall over the header. Protecting the
door from the adverse effects of rain water running down the exterior of
the building onto the finished surface of the door leaf.

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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STEELDOR FITTING AND TROUBLESHOOTING VIDEOS

Single door-set installation video

Touching up the paintwork

Double door-set installation video

Trimming the expander panels

STEELDOR ADJUST-TO-FIT SIDES
What we most often hear
from installers is that they
really appreciate doors that
can be quickly and easily
fitted without fuss or fiddle.
Saving both time and
money on site, the Steeldor
adjust to fit frame makes
installation a doddle. To
see just how easy that is,
take a look at the video
instructions on our website
(see QR code below).
You can also find
instructional videos
featuring remedies
for some of the more
common fitting snags.

STEP 1: First align the frame into the door opening.

STEP 2: Ensure you have a square and tight frame using the adjuster screws.

STEP 3: Once the frame is in position, drill through the frame
adjuster screws.

Fixing Kits

STEP 4: Insert the frame fixers.

STEP 5: The fully tightened frame fixers are recessed half way into the frame
adjuster screws.

Complete installation kit available with every Steel Door.
(Kit may differ to that shown).

48
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STEELDOR COLOURS AND POWDER COATING OPTIONS

STEELDOR COLOURS AND POWDER COATING OPTIONS

1001
Beige

1003
Signal Yellow

1013
Oyster White

1015
Light Ivory

1016
Sulfur Yellow

1018
Zinc Yellow

7040
Window Grey

7042
Traffic Grey A

7043
Traffic Grey B

7044
Silk Grey

1021
Colza Yellow

1023
Traffic Yellow

2002
Vermilion

210 8010 Blue

3001
Signal Red

3003
Ruby Red

7045
Telegrey 1

7047
Telegrey 4

7048
Pearl Mouse Grey

8001
Ochre Brown

3004
Purple Red

3005
Wine Red

3011
Brown Red

3028
Pure Red

4005
Blue Lilac

4007
Purple Violet

8011
Nut Brown

8015
Chestnut Brown

8016
Mahogany Brown

8022 Black
Brown

4008
Signal Violet

5002
Ultramarine Blue

5003
Sapphire Blue

5004
Black Blue

5005
Signal Blue

5007
Brilliant Blue

8028
Terra Brown

8080
Dark Bronze

9001
Cream

9002
Grey White

5008
Grey Blue

5009
Azure Blue

5010
Gentian Blue

5012
Light Blue

5013
Cobalt Blue

5014
Pigeon Blue

9004
Signal Black

9005
Black

9006
White Aluminium

9007
Grey Aluminium

5017
Traffic Blue

5018
Turquoise Blue

5020
Ocean Blue

5021
Water Blue

5024
Pastel Blue

6001
Emerald Green

9010
White

9011
Graphite Black

9016
Traffic White

9017
Traffic Black

6002
Leaf Green

6007
Bottle Green

6016 Turquoise
Green

6017
May Green

6018
Yellow Green

6020
Chrome Green

9023 Pearl
Dark Grey

6028
Pine Green

6029
Mint Green

6034 Pastel
Turquoise

7000
Squirrel Grey

7001
Silver Grey

7004
Signal Grey

7005
Mouse Grey

7010 Tarpaulin
Grey

7011
Iron Grey

7012
Basalt Grey

7013
Brown Grey

7015
Slate Grey

7016
Anthracite Grey

7022
Umbra Grey

7023
Concrete Grey

7024
Graphite Grey

7026
Granite Grey

7030
Stone Grey

7031
Blue Grey

7032
Pebble Grey

7035
Light Grey

7036
Platinum Grey

7037
Dusty Grey

7038
Agate Grey

To ensure maximum durability, Steeldor
is supplied in a high quality finish powder
coating. At no extra cost.
Strongdor is an approved C5 marine
grade specialist, providing unmatched
corrosion resistance in doors supplied to
highly corrosive and saline environments.
Please note this treatment is not
recommended for applications that are less
than 50m from the coastline.
Paint Options
Marine Grade Paint | Single
Marine Grade paint | Double
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C5i Marine Grade Door | Single
C5i Marine Grade Door | Double

These colours represent a selection of all those that are available. Please
ask if you cannot see the colour you require.

PLEASE NOTE: These colours are for reference only and are an approximation of the true colours. The quality, type and settings of the output device used to display this
page will also affect the visible colour. Some colours may be subject to an additional cost. Door-sets that are installed in extreme locations, ie, coastal areas etc, may
require special paint applications. Our sales staff can advise accordingly. Failure to notify/specify these applications can result in the negation of the Strongdor guarantee.

DOORBOOK TRADE | STEELDOR | Bespoke steel door
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STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

FIREDOR BESPOKE STEEL FIRE DOOR

Firedor - bespoke
quality steel fire door
EASY INSTALL
ADJUST-TO-FIT
FRAME

CHOICE OF
COLOURS AND
HARDWARE

DOG BOLT
HINGES WITH
CE MARKING

ASTRAGAL
FITTED AS
STANDARD

GLAZING
AND LOUVRE
PANEL OPTIONS

LOW LEVEL
DDA APPROVED
THRESHOLD

TO 240 MINUTES

Independently tested and assessed,
Firedor has all the versatility and
durability that you would expect from a
Strongdor steel door, plus an impressive
full four hour fire test rating.
Fully bespoke, Firedor can be made to
your exact requirement and has superior
security features such as astragal and dog
bolt hinges. A low level DDA approved
threshold comes as standard. Firedor
is available with vision panels, also fire
tested to a full four hours, and louvre
panels which are fire tested to 2 hours.

If the worst happens
and fire breaks out, then
seconds can make a
huge difference. Which
makes choosing the
right door more than
important, literally it
could be a matter of life
and death.

MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

1365 x 2762mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

2639mm x 2762mm
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&
DOOR
CUTOUT
ORDER
ORDER
SIZE
SIZE
PLUS
MINUS
22mm ORDER 27mm
SIZE IS
VISIBLE
LITE PLUS
15mm

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

FRAME

LOUVRES (Optional)

Manufactured from 1.5 mm thick ‘Rustec’ steel.*

18GA Galvanised Steel – frame.

Single rebate 104mm wide frame with additional rebate
for flush lip.*

22GA Galvanised Steel – louvre blades.

A minimum of six fully adjustable fixing points are
provided to each jamb.*

Max area 0.37m2
perONLY
leaf (must be installed to the lower
DOOR
of leaf).

Unique ‘Adjust-2-fit’ side channels with each frame.*
Double rebate frames are available on request.
3 year warranty against rust as standard for all colour
coated doors.*
LEAF
45mm thick door leaf with flush lipped astragal
constructed from:•

Supplied in a high quality finish powder
coating to ensure maximum durability.
Firedor is available in a full range of
and BS colours, including metallics and
pearlescents at extra cost.
As an approved C5 marine grade
specialist, Strongdor can supply Firedor
with unmatched corrosion resistance
for use in highly corrosive and saline
environments.
Optional pre-tensioned Rustec
anti-rust steel is available on many doors
within the range, giving unparalleled
strength and incredible resistance to
corrosion, to add years to the life span of
the door-set.

2 x 1.2mm thick ‘Rustec’ sheets, which are Dutch
folded and internally bonded together.*

42mm thick “Hexatex” core
3 year warranty against rust as standard for all colour
coated doors.*
WEIGHT
31kg/m2 with Honeycombe core
DOOR IRONMONGERY
BS 7352 Grade 13 stainless steel, twin bearing template
drilled butt hinges with integral high security dog bolts
are fitted as standard with CE marking.
VISION PANELS (Optional)
20GA Cold Rolled Steel – Stainless Steel available upon
request.
5mm and 9mm Ceramic ‘Firelite’ glass.
22mm Double Glazed units.
Max area 0.39m2 per leaf

FINISH
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INSIDE

Bevel
hinge edge

4mm
25.4mm
h astragal

(5mm)

VISIBLE
LITE

(44mm)
or specify

(5mm)
1.35mm

Square
lock edge

Hinge jamb

FRAME AND
LEAF PROFILE
(29mm)

SIZE

SIZE

FRAME
O.D

(25mm)

Marine Grade finish is available as an option in salt laden
ORDER
coastal orORDER
high chlorination locations.
ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

O.D

SEALS
OUTSIDE

INSIDE

Strongdor self adhesive teardrop or fin seals provided
as standard.
THRESHOLD

(29mm)

ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

Strike jamb

4

FRAME
O.D

(10mm)

(25mm)

(17mm)

(25mm)

FRAME
O.D

1.35mm

(13mm)
VISIBLE
LITE

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
51mm

VISIBLE
LITE ORDER

(10mm)
GLAZING
SPACE

SIZE
&
DOOR
ORDER CUTOUT

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
3mm
(25mm)

SIZE

ORDER
MINUS
SIZE
51mm
PLUS
44mm

(6mm)
GLAZING
MATERIAL

(29mm)

OUTSIDE

107.5
expander
sides

VISION PANEL
(OPTIONAL)

(25mm)

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

LOUVRE PANEL
(OPTIONAL)
STANDARD 96mm
THRESHOLD

3mm

96cm industrial
door seal

INSIDE
OUTSIDE

12.6mm

4mm

(44mm)
(5mm)
(5mm)
pallet truck access.
– or
Require
specify rain-drip & brush seal to
prevent water ingress.

(5mm)

(44mm)
or specify

(5mm)

8mm under door clearance
(5mm)

(44mm)
or specify

(5mm)

Hinge jamb

Hinge jamb
(29mm)
(29mm)

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

28mm

(29mm)
SIDE PANELS & OVER PANELS (Optional)

FRAME
O.D

48mm

Solid, glazed and louvred side and over panels available.
ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

(5mm)

(2mm)

(13mm)

FRAME
O.D
ORDER
GLASS
SIZE
4mm
ORDER
SIZE
GLASS
&
SIZE
(10mm)
SIZE
DOOR
&
GLAZING
CUTOUT
DOOR
SPACE
CUTOUT

Bevel
hinge edge

ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
Double ramped threshold available for doors needing 22mm

Specialist inward and outward opening threshold
available where water ingress is an(29mm)
issue on inward
opening doors.

45mm
door

(11mm)

Aluminium threshold with neoprene seal on external
outward opening doors.

(17mm)

ORDER
ORDER
SIZE
SIZE
ORDER
ORDER
(6mm)
PLUS
MINUS
SIZE
SIZE
GLAZING
22mm ORDER 27mm
PLUS
MINUS
22mm ORDER MATERIAL
SIZE IS
27mm
VISIBLE
SIZE IS
LITE PLUS
28mm
VISIBLE
15mm
LITE PLUS
15mm

MINUS
(6mm) including,
Full rangeMINUS
of finishes available
metallics and
51mm
GLAZING
ORDER 27mm
pearlescent.
FRAME
MATERIAL
SIZE IS
VISIBLE
10LITE
year
PLUSwarranty against rust optional with our
15mm
‘Colourtec’
coating.*

(44mm)
Min.

(2mm)
(44mm)
DOOR ONLY

Full range of RAL and BS(10mm)
colours available.
GLAZING
SPACE

(44mm)
(2mm)
DOOR ONLY

Strike jamb

(13mm)
Comes as standard in a powder coated
finish in one of
ourORDER
standard
colours.
GLASS
SIZE

FIREDOR BESPOKE STEEL FIRE DOOR

(2mm)

FRAME
O.D

SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

ORDER
SIZE
MINUS
51mm

45mm
door

OUTSIDE

(17mm)

LITE

(6mm)
GLAZING
MATERIAL

40% Free
air flow(44mm)
in standard (2mm)
configuration.
(2mm)

ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

54

(10mm)
GLAZING
SPACE

107.5
expander
sides

(11mm)

(25mm)

96mm

12.6mm
96cm industrial
door seal

3mm
8mm under door clearance

48mm

3mm
FRAME
O.D

ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT
ORDER
SIZE
PLUS
22mm

ORDER
SIZE

(29mm)
(29mm)

ORDER
SIZE
ORDER MINUS
6mm
SIZE
&
DOOR
CUTOUT

(11mm)

e
(11mm)

(25mm)
(25mm)

12.6mm

PLUS
96cmdoor
industrial 55
DOORBOOK
TRADE | FIREDOR | Bespoke steel fire
22mm
door seal

3mm

96cm industrial
door seal

STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

SECURIDOR SECURITY RATED STEEL DOOR
Mostly, any kind of security comes at
a heavy premium, what price peace
of mind? Which is why installing the
prudent Securidor range makes an
excellent case for the defence. After all,
it is reassuring to know that these doors
have been physically tested by a third
party to recognised standards.
Strongdor are purposefully investing
in security testing and can supply a
comprehensive range of products that
are fully certified to a range of domestic
and international standards.
Closer to home, in order to achieve
Secured by Design status, specifically

the Securidor single door-set range
had to adhere to the rigorous tests
required by the police. This flagship UK
police initiative helps to “design out”
crime through the use of high quality,
innovative products and processes.
As you would expect Securidor can
be fitted with security rated hardware
and finished in a full range of colours.
You can find a Securidor that offers
practical protection to projects such as
banks and data centres.
Positive proof that Securidor is
making life easier for the installer by
making life harder for the criminal.

We all now live in a
security conscious world,
in which protection and
prevention are always
preferable to the misery
and inconvenience of
becoming just another
crime statistic.

Securidor - security
rated steel door
MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

1250 x 2420mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

2500mm x 2420mm
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DOORBOOK TRADE | SECURIDOR | Security rated steel door
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SECURIDOR SECURITY RATED STEEL DOOR
CONTACT US

SECURED BY DESIGN SINGLE STEEL DOOR
Independently tested and certified security rated steel doors
LEAF

DOOR IRONMONGERY

WEIGHT

 45mm thick Door leaf with flush lipped mono weld
astragal constructed from:
 2 x ‘Rustec’ sheets, which are Dutch folded and
internally bonded together.*
 42mm thick security core.*

 BS 7352 Grade 13 stainless steel, twin bearing
template drilled butt hinges with integral high
security dog bolts are fitted as standard with CE
marking.
 Rain deflector – outward opening doors only
 1 x Handle set
 3 x Security escutcheon
 1 x Sash lock
 3 x Euro Cylinder 3 Star
 2 x Dead lock positioned top and bottom of leaf
 Rain Drip (supplied loose)

 31kg/m2

FRAME
 Manufactured from ‘Rustec’ steel.*
 Single rebate 104mm wide frame with additional
rebate for flush lip.*
 A minimum of six fully adjustable fixing points are
provided to each jamb.*
 Adjust-2-fit’ side channels with each frame.*
Double rebate frames are available on request.
 3 year warranty against rust as standard for all
colour coated doors.*
SEALS
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Mini Tear-drop Seal
Pile Brush Seal
Extra tear-drop seal for outward opening door-sets
Additional frame seal for inward opening door-sets.
Supplied loose.

FINISH
 Comes as standard in a powder coated finish in one
of our standard colours.
 Full range of RAL and BS colours available.
 Marine Grade finish is available as an option in salt
laden coastal or high chlorination locations.
 Full range of finishes available including, metallics
and pearlescent.
 10 year warranty against rust optional with our
‘Colourtec’ coating.
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AM3

THRESHOLD
 Inward opening doors to have AM3 Threshold:
 Ergonomically tested for Part M compliance |
Seals gaps 18mm-23mm Pre-drilled drainage
holes | Thermally broken to meet thermal
bridging and insulation requirements |
Designed to fit directly onto level thresholds
| Non-slip surface ensures a safe grip in wet
conditions | Bespoke nylon connector blocks
 Outward opening doors to have AM5 Threshold:
 Ergonomically tested for Part M compliance
| Seals gaps 18mm-23mm | Pre-drilled
drainage holes | Thermally broken to meet
thermal bridging and insulation requirements
| Designed to fit directly onto level thresholds
| Non-slip surface ensures a safe grip in wet
conditions

As well as the SBD single door
configuration listed opposite,
Securidor is available in a wide
range of specifications, including
1 to 4 security ratings. Please
contact our sales team who be
able to advise on the technical
specifications for your project.

AM5

For security most door-sets in the range are tested
to PAS 24. For air permeability, the standard is BS
EN1026:2000 and was passed class 4 – 600Pa
(113kmh) test pressure. For weather-tightness,
the standard is BS 6375: Part 1: 2009 (test to BS
EN1026:2000, BS EN1027:2000, BS EN12211:2000)
and Steeldor passed the 1200 exposure rating. For
water-tightness, the standard BS EN1027:2000
was passed 150Pa for outward opening and
100Pa for inward opening. For wind load the BS
EN12211:2000 standard was passed 1200Pa (Class
A3) 98 mph.
* Available on most door-sets in the range.

DOORBOOK TRADE | SECURIDOR | Security rated steel door
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GLASSDOR STEEL PROFILE GLAZED DOOR

Glassdor - steel
profile glazed door
As the saying goes,
you don’t get a second
chance at a first
impression. So, choosing
the right showroom or
business facade is very
important.
MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

1500 x 3000mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

2900mm x 3000mm
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CONTACT US
Glassdor is available in a wide range of
configurations, please contact our sales team to
discuss technical specifications to your specific
requirements.

Looking in or out, balancing the
aesthetic with the demands of
a high traffic area can be tricky,
why should you compromise?
Simultaneously attractive, durable
and easy to maintain Glassdor offers
the perfect solution.
With its sleek lines, the Glassdor
oozes the sort of quality that will
enhance any space while, at the
same time, it is exceptionally reliable
and sturdy. The system can be used
for full curtain walling with optional
side and over panels, and is available
with a full range of door furniture
including maglocks and electric
strikes.

DOORBOOK TRADE | GLASSDOR | Steel profile glazed door
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STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

GLASSDOR STEEL PROFILE GLAZED DOOR

Glassdor is ideally suited for use on entrance doors, shop fronts,
showrooms, reception areas and interior partitions.
For extra peace of mind, Glassdor can be installed in areas
where fire risk may be a concern, it is smoke resistant and can
also be supplied with a fire rating to EIS30 and EIS60.
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DOORBOOK TRADE | GLASSDOR | Steel profile glazed door
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ACOUSTIDOR ACOUSTICALLY RATED STEEL DOOR

When it comes to noise
control Acoustidor
leads the way. Keeping
sound out, or stopping it
escaping, with certified
noise reduction from
41db to 56db, whatever
acoustic challenge you
are faced with, there is an
Acoustidor to meet your
needs.

MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

Acoustidor - acoustically
rated steel door
Recording studios, generator rooms,
cinemas, nightclubs or churches,
Acoustidor is the perfect solution to
noise control challenges.
Acoustidor is certified to EN ISO
140-3 and is available in 4 versions: 41dB,
47dB, 53dB and 56dB. It is available in
either 75mm leaf thickness or 100mm
leaf thickness.
Air permeability class 4 (EN12207)
and water tightness class 8a (EN12208)
come as standard on the Acoustidor
along with the durability that comes with
all Strongdor products.

1435 x 3010mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

2905mm x 3010mm
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DOORBOOK TRADE | ACOUSTIDOR | Acoustically rated steel door
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STRONGDOR PRODUCTS

CERTIFICATION
Air permeability class 4 according to EN
12207 and Class A1/A2 NEN-EN 12152.
Water-tightness Class 8A in accordance
with EN 12208.

75mm

Every door produced is bespoke and
the dimensions can be adapted within
the limits to suit the construction
requirements exactly.
Single
Max. width = 1435mm
Max. height = 3010mm
Double
Max. width = 2905mm
Max. height = 3010mm
COMPOSITION
Acoustidor sound insulating doors have
a double-walled door leaf, made from
galvanised steel sheeting. The doors
contain interior insulation material, and
are supplied complete with frame (made
of 2 mm sheeting) and fitted with a
double-seal.
WARRANTY AND OPTIONS
Each door comes with a 5 year
construction warranty and can be
combined with many other properties
such as ballistic resistance, burglar
resistance or fire rating to match you
exact requirements. A full range of door
furniture is also available.
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SOUND INSULATION VALUE
EXAMPLES

A

Rw (C,Ctr)

41 (-1,-5)dB

47 (-2,-8)dB 53 (-2,-6)dB 56dB

Ra pop

34dB

37dB

42dB

50dB

Ra house

26dB

28dB

30dB

45dB

The values provided were taken in a laboratory, using a single door.

DIMENSIONS
Door thickness

ACOUSTIDOR ACOUSTICALLY RATED STEEL DOOR

CROSS SECTION
A

COLOUR
Choose from stainless steel or powder coated to any colour.

Frequency (Hz)		Isolation values (dB)*
41
47
53
56
63

15dB

17 dB

18 dB

34dB

125

22dB

25 dB

34 dB

43dB

250

36dB

38 dB

42 dB

47dB

500

44dB

44 dB

51 dB

50dB

1000

41dB

48 dB

55 dB

56dB

2000

42dB

51 dB

56 dB

55dB

4000

46dB

56 dB

61 dB

55dB

8000

49dB

61 dB

64 dB

-

Insulation values were measured in accordance with the EN
ISO 140 – 3 standard.
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B

B

A
CROSS
SECTION B
B

Powder coated to any colour
and available with a range of
hardware options. Each door
comes with a 5 year construction
warranty for your peace of mind
and can be combined with many
other properties such as ballistic
resistance, burglar resistance or
fire rating to match your exact
requirements.

DOORBOOK TRADE | ACOUSTIDOR | Acoustically rated steel door
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BALLISTIDOR BULLET RESISTANT STEEL DOOR

Ballistidor - bullet
resistant steel door
Exclusively supplied by Strongdor,
to our best knowledge, Ballistidor is
currently the only door-set supplied
to the UK market that meets the
requirements of the new BS EN 505181 : 2013 standard for monitoring and
alarm centres.
MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

1435 x 3010mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

2905mm x 3010mm
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When ultimate security is required, you can
rely on Ballistidor, our bullet resistant door.
Tested to provide maximum protection in life
threatening situations, even usual weak spots
such as door seams, sills, closures and locks
have passed the ultimate test.
The Ballistidor is ideal for applications
such as police stations, firing ranges, banks
and vaults, where security is becoming an
ever more important aspect of building
design.
Tested in accordance with EN 15221 class FB4, the Ballistidor is well able to
balance the need of protecting a person
under sustained attack until help arrives,
while being easy to operate and maintaining
a clean aesthetic appearance when being
used from day to day.

DOORBOOK TRADE | BALLISTIDOR | Bullet resistant steel door
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BALLISTIDOR BULLET RESISTANT STEEL DOOR

DIMENSIONS

FINISHING

Door thickness = 75 or 100 mm.

The standard finish for the door and
frame is a 2-component primer, with
optional lacquering in a colour of
your choice.

Every door is bespoke, the
dimensions can be adapted within
the limits to suit the construction
requirements exactly.
Single Max. width = 1435mm
Max. height = 3010mm.
Double Max. width = 2905 mm
Max. height = 3010 mm.
BALLISTIC RESISTANCE

FITTINGS
Doors can be fitted with: BKS door
lock, type 1206 | Anti-panic lock with
pushbar | Door limiter/door spring
| Espagnolette lock | Day and night
locks

The ballistic resistance has been
tested in accordance with the EN
1522-1 class FB4 NS standard, area
1. Weld resistance tested to CE EN
1435 1-1.

SOUND INSULATION

In addition to this class, the doors are
tested using the following missiles:
NP (new police bullet) | A3 action 3 |
Action effect | Ball syntox (DM41)

RC2 AND RC3 (EN 1627)

Complete ballistic resistance with
the potential for ricochet coverage
and excellent sound insulation and
fire resistance.

Rw = 56dB (EN
ISO 140-3)
BURGLAR PROOFING

FIRE RESISTANCE
30
60 (EN 1634 -1)
ESCAPE
EN 179 / EN 1125

COMPOSITION
Ballistidor is double-walled and cast
in electrolytic galvanised steel sheets
in various thickness’s.
The interior of the door contains
insulation appropriate for the door’s
specific application.
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Choose from aluminium or powder coated to any colour. Available with a range of
hardware options, each door comes with a 5 year construction warranty for your
peace of mind and can be combined with many other features such as acoustic rating,
burglar resistance or fire rating to match your exact requirements.

DOORBOOK TRADE | BALLISTIDOR | Bullet resistant steel door
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BLASTDOR EXPLOSION RESISTANT STEEL DOOR

Blastdor is a heavy duty,
external weather and
gas tight fire door that is
specifically designed for
applications and industries
where there is risk of
explosion.

MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

900 x 2100mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

1800mm x 2100mm
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Blastdor - explosion
resistant steel door
These tough doors can be operated
manually, electrically or pneumatically
and they come in a range of finishes. If
needed, they can be manufactured to an
exact specification. With upgrades and
customisation to the materials and structure
of the doors, Blastdor can be made to suit
your specific application.
FM security tested and supplied as
single or double leaf door-sets, Blastdor
is reinforced for a continuous hinge, door
closer and an optional panic bar.

DOORBOOK TRADE | BLASTDOR | Explosion resistant steel door
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HEAVY DUTY SINGLE HINGED (BLAST)
DOOR
Heavy duty, single leaf, hinged, external
weather and gas tight fire door, designed
to meet the requirements specified in
SOLAS 4 and IMO FTP code.

BLASTDOR EXPLOSION RESISTANT STEEL DOOR

Typical specification for single door-set

Typical specification for double door-set

STANDARD

CUSTOMIZED

CHARACTERISTICS

STANDARD

CUSTOMIZED

Fire Rating

A0 - A60

A0 - A60

Fire Rating

A0-A60

A0-A60

Door Leaf plate thickness

2mm

3mm

Door Leaf plate thickness

2mm

3mm

Door Leaf total thickness

80mm

80mm

Door Leaf total thickness

80mm

80mm

DOOR FRAME:
The standard frame is pre drilled for bolted
installation, alternative: welded installation.
Frame design is a Z-profile frame,
alternative frame can be discussed.

Frame

4mm

5mm

Frame

4mm

5mm

Hinges

3 Hinges

Continuous Hinge

Hinges

2 x 3 Hinges

Continuous Hinge

Latch

1 point

3 point

Latch

1 point

3 point

Weight (900 x 2100)

165 Kg

Depends on size

Weight (900 x 2100)

295 Kg

Depends on size

HINGES:
Standard 3 hinges welded or bolted.
Customised: continuous hinge, bolted.

Sound reduction

RW = 41-44 dB

RW = 41-45 dB

Sound reduction

RW = 39-47 dB

RW = 39-49 dB

Gas Tightness

0,07 m3/m2 h @50Pa

0,07 m3/m2 h @50Pa

Gas Tightness

0,07 m3/m2 h @50Pa

0,07 m3/m2 h @50Pa

MATERIALS:
Mild steel finished with multi layered
offshore paint system, SS316 glass blasted
finish or SS316 finished with multi layered
offshore paint system.

Thermal Insulation

U = 0.8 W / m2K

U = 0.8 W / m2K

Thermal Insulation Clear Opening

U = 0.8 W / m2K

U = 0.8 W / m2K

Blast Resistance

Up to 0.1 bar

0 to 2 bar

Blast Resistance

Up to 0.1 bar

0 to 2 bar

33

W2

clear opening 90°

W1

33

W2

clear opening 90°

W1

15
33
opening in bulkhead H2

seal standard

25

15

H

opening in bulkhead

clear opening H1

15
opening in bulkhead H2

seal standard

33

NORSOK

62

33

80

bulkhead and frame

H

DOOR FRAME:
The frame is pre drilled for bolted
installation, alternative: welded installation.
Frame design is a Z-profile frame,
alternative frame can be discussed.
HINGES:
Standard: 2x3 hinges welded or bolted.
Customised: Continuous hinge, bolted.
MATERIALS:
Mild steel finished with multi layered
offshore paint system, SS316 glass blasted
finish or SS316 finished with multi layered
offshore paint system.
HARDWARE:
Heavy duty stainless steel.

15

P

60

DOOR LEAF:
Box type design with angle profile
stiffened and insulated with ceramic fibre.
Reinforced for the hinges, door closer and
the optional panic bar.

insulation as required

OPERATION:
Manually, electrically or pneumatically
operated
CERTIFICATION:
Type approved by Lloyd’s Register, ABS
and USCG. Alternative certification
authorities (project approval) available on
request.

15
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P
bulkhead and frame
80

clear opening H1

33

33
opening in bulkhead H2

seal standard

25

clear opening H1

15

NORSOK

62

33

1050

opening in bulkhead

right hinged as shown

15

15
33
opening in bulkhead H2

seal standard

15

74

H

33

1050

right hinged as shown

15

CERTIFICATION:
Type approved by Lloyd’s Register, ABS
and USCG. Alternative certification
authorities (project approval) available on
request.

clear opening H1

HARDWARE:
Heavy duty Stainless Steel.
OPERATION:
Manually, Electrically or Pneumatically
operated

60

60

triple hinged
standard
doorcloser

triple hinged
standard
doorcloser

60

CHARACTERISTICS

60

DOOR LEAF:
Box type design with angle profile
stiffened and insulated with ceramic fibre.
Reinforced for the hinges, door closer and
the optional panic bar.

HEAVY DUTY DOUBLE HINGED (BLAST)
DOOR
Heavy Duty, double leaf, hinged, external
weather and gas tight fire door. Blastdor
is designed to meet the requirements in
Solas 74 and IMO FTP code.

insulation as required

DOORBOOK TRADE | BLASTDOR | Explosion resistant steel door
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CLIMADOR THERMALLY RATED STEEL DOOR

Climador has an very low
U-value of as little as 1.4W/
m2.K and has been added to the
Strongdor range to address the
growing demand for thermally
proficient, insulated steel doors.
MAXIMUM SIZE SINGLE DOOR SET

1360 x 2550mm
MAXIMUM SIZE DOUBLE DOOR SET

2640mm x 2550mm
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Climador - thermally
rated steel door
Made from galvanised sheet steel, Climador comes
in double or single leaf configurations and is
ideally suited to internal or external applications for
commercial, industrial, public or residential projects.
Climador has a unique rebate gasket made from
EPDM rubber, that sits around both the frame and
threshold, giving the door-set excellent resistance to
both wind and water. Standard door hardware consists
of a single mortice lever handle and cylinder lock with
three keys.
Options on the range also include: Two hour fire
rating, anti-burglary locks, electro-magnetic strikes
and panic hardware for fire exits.

Security Astragal to three sides of the leaf
Heavy duty self-closing hinge
Anti-jemmy studs
Low profile threshold
Integrated rubber seal to all
four sides of the frame
63mm Double skin door leaf
with Rockwool core
108mm single rebated 2.0mm
thick door frame
U Value : 1.4W/m².K

DOORBOOK TRADE | CLIMADOR | Thermally rated steel door
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ATAKDOR ATTACK RESISTANT STEEL DOOR

Developed in partnership with a leading national retailer, Atakdor was born out of the necessity to thwart
determined, planned attacks on premises that had been targeted by criminal gangs because they were know to
carry small, expensive merchandise that would be easy to remove and relatively simple to sell on.

Atakdor - attack resistant
steel security door
Atakdor uses a combination of door security
technologies, such as Atakcore and Leafshield,
to frustrate direct attacks using professional
power-tools and cutting equipment.
These heavy duty single and double
door-sets are fitted as standard with high
security hardware and drop bars to present a
formidable barrier to would be intruders. They
are ideal for use as an alternative to level three
security doors in applications where there is a
high risk of attack.
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DOORBOOK TRADE | ATAKDOR | Attack resistant steel door
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Typical specification
for double emergency exit

ATAKDOR ATTACK RESISTANT STEEL DOOR

Typical specification
for single emergency exit
FRAME DETAIL

THRESHOLD DETAILS
FOR EXTERNAL OUTWARD OPENING

TYPICAL HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

TYPICAL HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Exidor 700 Three point panic bar
Exidor 700 Two point panic bar
Rutland 10106 Closer
Drop bars
Spy Hole

Exidor 700 Three point panic bar
Rutland 10106 Closer
Drop bars
Spy Hole
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LEAF

THRESHOLD

SEALS

45mm thick door leaf with flush lipped
astragal constructed from:
2mm thick steel sheets.
42mm thick Atakcore
2mm Leafshield protection

Aluminium threshold with neoprene seal
on external outward opening doors.

Self adhesive P-seal provided as standard.

FRAME

FINISH

Manufactured from 2mm thick steel.*

Powder coated from the standard range

3 year warranty against rust as standard for
all colour coated doors.*

Single rebate 100mm wide frame with
additional rebate for flush lip.*

Coastal grade finish is available as an
option.

DOOR IRONMONGERY

A minimum of six fully adjustable fixing
points are provided to each jamb.*

WEIGHT

Standard as above

FLAT
6mm

BS 7352 Grade 13 stainless steel, twin
bearing template drilled butt hinges with
integral high security dog bolts are fitted as
standard with CE marking - 5 fitted.

Unique ‘Adjust-2-fit’ side channels with
each frame.*

Brush seal on flat threshold

TBC

Double rebate frames are available on
request.
3 year warranty against rust as standard for
all colour coated doors.*

DOORBOOK TRADE | ATAKDOR | Attack resistant steel door
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STRONGDOR
PROJECTS

RETAIL PROJECT

ATAKDOR ATTACK RESISTANT STEEL DOOR

When a well known retail chain went into
liquidation, some prime city centre sites
became vacant. One such site, at Gallowtree
Gate in the centre of Leicester, was snapped
up by the Sports Direct group. It has since
been developed as a high street presence
for its flagship Flannels and USC stores.

These quality retail stores
specialise in premium,
designer brands whose
desirability and price make
them targets for gangs of
highly organised, professional
criminals.
Working in close
association with Sports
Direct and shutter specialist,
Strongdor developed the
Atakdor range specifically to
protect retail outlets from this
type of aggressive penetration.
A combination of
Leafshield and Atakcore
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Flannels retail store,
City Centre Leicester

technologies have been used
to deter rapid breech of the
doors by heavy abrasive disk
power tools and Stihl saws.
For extra security, the
standard door configuration
comes with internal steel drop
bars and the Exidor 700 series
furniture. With several projects
already completed and others
new and existing sites in the
pipeline, Atakdor is already
proving its worth.

DOORBOOK TRADE | ATAKDOR | Attack resistant steel door
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RESIDENTIAL PROJECT

STEELDOR BESPOKE STEEL DOOR

Situated in Addiscombe,
Croydon, Nihill Place is
a housing development
named in honour of
Vincent Paul Nihill,
the Croydon Harrier who
won a silver medal at the
1964 Tokyo Olympics.
Paul, who grew up in
Addiscombe, competed
in the 50km race walk and
went on to take part in
the Mexico, Munich and
Montreal Olympics. He
eventually retired from
competitive sport in 1977,
some 40 years before the
72 homes, that now bear
his name, were conceived.
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Nihill Place Residential
Apartments, Croydon
Built by Bellway Homes in response to
increased housing pressure and high
property prices in and around London,
Nihill Place consists of a range of one,
two and three bedroom apartments as
well as some four bedroomed houses.
The homes were mainly targeted
at first time buyers and young couples,
to help them get a foothold on the
property ladder, assisted by the Help to
Buy London scheme. They also benefit
other commuters and investors who
were keen to take up the opportunity
made by the £5.25bn regeneration of
the Borough.
Croydon is just 15 minutes away
from Central London by train and
has good links to London’s airports.

Surrounded by the green Surrey
countryside, it was only a matter of
time until developers began to unlock
the potential of this south London
suburb.
The louvred steel door access
for the project’s bin stores had
been specified by the architects
and supplied by Strongdor, through
Windows for Construction.
This Kent based specialist supply
and fit company works with building
contractors throughout the South
East. Their portfolio includes windows
and conservatories as well as doors for
new build and renovation, sectors that
have experienced remarkable growth
in recent years.

The project’s distinctive design
makes use of striking yellow steel
louvred door-sets to complement
the bright window panels. Using
single, double and leaf and a half
Steeldors with a mix of side panels.
These practical doors offer excellent
ventilation and security without
disrupting the buildings contemporary
appearance.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT

STEELDOR BESPOKE STEEL DOOR

Part of a £5 million plan
to bring more business
to the south side of
the North West resort,
Enterprise Court is the
latest development in
the Blackpool Enterprise
Zone, situated on Amy
Johnson Way.

Enterprise Court,
Blackpool
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Funded entirely by private sector
investment and consisting of small
offices and workshops, the development
will initially comprise of 12 units. The
plan is to increase capacity to 50 units
with potential for further expansion in
the future.
The entire scheme could create as
many as 3,000 jobs in an area that was
effected by the closure of the airport.
The distinctive Steeldor personnel
doors, that were selected for the units,

feature a glazed over-panel. It is used
in combination with the full height
windows to add supplementary light to
the offices.
With enquiries already coming in for
the new units, it seems that the sun is
shining on a venture which has already
transformed this part of the seaside
town.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT

STEELDOR BESPOKE STEEL DOOR

Kirkby Stephen Business
Park is the brainchild of two
local farmers, who pooled
their energy, investment
and resources to build new,
bright, modern units for
local businesses.
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Kirkby Stephen
Business Park
The Park, which enjoys wonderful views
of the Pennine Hills and surrounding
countryside, is close to the centre of the
Cumbrian market town. Nestled between
the Lake District, the Yorkshire Dales, those
who work and play in Kirkby Stephen are
no strangers to the outstanding natural
beauty that surrounds them.
While the area around the site may
be idyllic, the northern weather can
sometimes be a little more challenging
and the choice of doors had to balance
the security needs of the occupants, the
demands of the local environment and yet
still be sympathetic to the beautiful local
stonework used in the construction of the
units.
With the next phase of the popular
development due to open, there has
already been plenty of interest in the site,
which already houses a diverse range of
tenants from IT consultants to a unique
furniture producer that sources its timber
from the surrounding farms.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT

STEELDOR BESPOKE STEEL DOOR

The future looked bleak for a fire-engulfed net repair factory on the small
island of Scalpay, as a massive blaze took hold of the facility and the roof
looked in danger of collapse. High pressure hoses were used to douse
the conflagration.

Net Services, Isle of Scalpay
Opened in 2008, the factory employed 14
staff and had been used to clean, repair and
apply treatment to salmon farming nets. The
Norwegian owned operators of the Net Services
Scotland site faced an uphill struggle to get the
site back up and running again.
Twelve months on and a new facility has
risen from the ashes of the old. Strongdor got
involved with the project through the Inverness
based A J Engineering and Construction
Services. Subsequently being asked to supply
single and double steel door-sets for the new
build.
Powder coated in a very noticeable tomato
red, the single and double Steeldors’ have
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been used both internally and externally. Some
contain louvres to increase airflow, while others
have been fitted with circular vision panels,
reminiscent of a ship’s porthole. All bespoke,
the doors were supplied with hardware, plus
the fixing kits and adjust-2-fit frames, which are
standard for the range.
The doors should be right at home here
on Scalpay, an island with history, industry,
character and community. They are as rugged as
the local scenery and as tough as the fishermen
that use the nets to trawl the Scottish waters, like
them our doors are made to perform regardless
of the elements. Securing and protecting this
new factory for the future.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT

STEELDOR BESPOKE STEEL DOOR

Parkside Enterprise
Park, Lincoln

Situated to the North West of Lincoln, Riverside Enterprise Park is a 5.8
acre (2.3 hectare) development, just five miles from Lincoln City Centre
and close to the village of Saxilby.
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The site comprises of both new build
units and existing portal frame buildings,
which are stripped back before being
re-clad and refurbished to a very high
standard.
Visible from the A57 trunk road,
the Park has been created by Stirlin
Developments, to provide premises
for both local and national businesses
wishing to establish a foothold in this
agricultural heartland.
Based in Lincoln, Stirlin is a growing
company that is involved in both
residential and commercial building
work. For the Riverside site, they mainly
specified doors from the Fastdor+ range,
based on its quality, ease of fitting and
excellent pricing.
With the first units now occupied and
pre-sales of £1.8 million for floorspaces
starting from 190m2, the first phase of
the Enterprise Park is proving to be a
huge success. So much so, that work on
a second phase is already underway.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT

STEELDOR BESPOKE STEEL DOOR
Now Pirelli manufactures tyres in 19 factories
based in 13 countries worldwide, with two
of the factories are based in the UK. One is at
Burton-on-Trent and the other is at Dalton
Road in Carlisle.
The Carlisle factory opened in 1969 for
the supply of tyres to large car manufacturers.
Working shifts, it currently operates 24 hours
a day and up to 354 days a year, directly
employing over 850 people and supporting
over 3,000 estimated supply jobs. The
continuing success of the brand is important to
the prosperity of the local economy.
Facilities management for such a large-

In 1872, when Giovanni Battista
Pirelli set up his elastic rubber
company in Milan, he could
scarce be aware that from its
humble origin, the business
would go on to become the fifth
largest global tyre manufacturing
company after Bridgestone,
Michelin, Continental and
Goodyear.
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Pirelli factory,
Carlisle Cumbria
scale manufacturing operation will always
require a lot of planning, resources and
administration. Strongdor have worked with
Story Contracting in helping with the supply of
new and replacement doors across the site.
Fire exit and personnel doors selected
from the Steeldor range have been installed in
both single and double door versions. These
bespoke doors incorporate security astragals,
anti-jemmy studs, low profile DDA approved
thresholds, weather seals and easy-2-fit sides.
All had been fitted with standard hardware,
some with vision panels, but commonly they
were all powder coated in the distinctive
Verona green livery.
Recent reports showed that both turnover
and profits are growing for Pirelli’s UK based
subsidiary and, as suppliers to prestigious car
manufacturers, continued strong sales and
good performance are predicted for the future.
All of which is good news for Pirelli, good news
for Cumbria and good news for their suppliers
too.
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INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT

SECURIDOR SECURITY RATED STEEL DOOR
When the facility comes online it will boast the capacity
to generate a staggering 49MW. That’s enough
electricity to power around 50,000 homes at a very
nimble response time of less than a second. Containing
100,000 battery cells, it marks a new era for the energy
industry.
Centrica have been working alongside main
contractors Younicos, Morrison Utility Services and
steel building specialists Robinsons to breathe life back
into the old Roosecote site, to ensure stability of power
supply to local homes and businesses.
The building itself is protected by Strongdor’s
Securidor range of security doors. Manufactured to a
rigorous level 2 security specification, they are furnished
with Exidor 700 Series hardware. These substantial,
impressive over-sized double and single door-sets have
been used on all exterior aspects of the facility. Most
have been fitted with removable over panels, to enable
easy access for the installation and removal of specialist
electrical equipment that can weigh in excess of 7 tons.
Sat in the shadow of the nearby Rampside Gas
Terminal, this modern construction demonstrates the
progress made in energy production and supply since
the first, coal-fired power station began producing
energy on the site in 1954. Subsequently replaced by
a gas fired installation in 1991, the Roosecote battery
storage facility is now poised to bring cleaner, greener
energy for future generations and Strongdor are very
grateful have played a very small part in that very big
project.
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One of the world’s largest battery storage facilities is taking
shape on the site of the former power station at Roosecote, near
Barrow in Cumbria. Commissioned by Centrica, as part of a £180m
investment programme to develop new, flexible power plants
across the country, the Roosecote battery storage facility is a state
of the art project that will store energy harvested from the grid
until needed.

Roosecote Battery
Storage Facility
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AVIATION SECTOR PROJECT

ACOUSTIDOR ACOUSTICALLY RATED STEEL DOOR

Established laws of physics
describe why, on reaching a
certain velocity, it is easier for
a modern jet to defy gravity
and lurch upwards towards the
heavens, than to stay anchored
to the runway. Yet, even
knowing that to be true, there
is always a moment of wonder
when, pushed back into your
seat, the thrust from the engines
elevates the aircraft’s nose,
forcing you and the hundreds of
other holiday makers into a leap
of faith. Investing your trust in
the engines ability to keep you
aloft, acknowledgement that
the modern jet is a remarkable
(and costly) feat of engineering.
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Summit Aviation Jet
Test Centre, Gloucester
Large airlines always order and buy their
aircraft with engines attached, which makes
it difficult to separate the cost of a new jet
engine. The price of an engine can also vary,
dependent on the different engine types and
size. Despite those caveats, KLM recently
estimated that a brand new jet engine could
cost anything between $12m to $35m. A
sizeable investment for even the largest
carriers.
With many engines expected to fly up
to 16 hours every day, maintenance is of
the utmost importance to protect the large
investment. Which is why Summit Aviation
have been in the jet engine business for over
25 years. Based in Kent, they specialise in
keeping jet engines ready for flight. Offering
maintenance, repair and overhaul services as

well as supply, lease and testing for second
hand units.
Since 2003 the company has been
operating a jet engine test cell facility at
Gloucester Airport. Here, they test aero and
industrial engines including the Rolls Royce
Olympus engines, the 593 version of which
could be found on the first supersonic airliner,
Concorde.
Having recently undergone a major
redevelopment, the centre can accommodate
engines with a thrust capability of over
40,000lbs and boasts a “Cullum Detuner” for
the dispersal of exhaust gases and silencing.
As part of the overhaul, the company
ordered Acoustidor replacements for the
substantial original metal door-sets. The
oversize modern steel doors make it easier to
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AVIATION SECTOR PROJECT

ACOUSTIDOR ACOUSTICALLY RATED STEEL DOOR

transport the heavy engines in and out of the
facility without compromising the acoustic
damping required to meet noise pollution
standards in and around the airport.
Like the engines they are designed to
house, these acoustic doors are seriously
engineered to perform, day after day, in the
most demanding environments. Helping to
keep these powerful turbines running at full
capacity when they reach for the sky.
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FAITH SECTOR PROJECT

ACOUSTIDOR ACOUSTICALLY RATED STEEL DOOR

St. Luke’s,
Birmingham

When the last remaining building of Birmingham’s first
gas works was bought by the Church of England, they
were aware that, when newly constructed in 1818, its
main function was the supply of gas to illuminate the dark
streets. Now redeveloped into a vibrant church named St.
Luke’s, Gas Street it offers a different kind of light to the
people of the city.
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In its new role, the former Gas Retort House now has a growing
congregation of over 300, mainly comprising of young people
and students, who are led by The Revd. Tim Hughes, his wife
Rachel and a dynamic team who are committed to making
positive impact on Broad Street and the wider area.
This unique building, with a striking curved roof, supported by
cast iron trusses and wrought iron rods, makes its own impact on
the surroundings. With lightweight, reversible interior structures,
the redevelopment of the site is sympathetic to the buildings
industrial architecture.
Strongdor worked with local contractors COS Shopfronts,
supplying the project with three Acoustidor single fire exit doors.
Acoustically rated to 42dB, these doors also included security
astragals and low profile DDA approved thresholds. The black
powder coating, complementing the existing substantial iron
work.
The old gas street-lights may have long been extinguished,
but with a new community and purpose, the future is looking
bright for St Luke’s.
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STRONGDOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Overview
INTRODUCTION
Maintaining the good looks of your powder
coated products is just like caring for your
car – and is a smart way to protect your
investment. Over time with exposure to the
elements, powder coatings may show signs
of weathering such as loss of gloss, chalking
and slight colour change. A simple regular
clean will minimise the effects of weathering
and will remove dirt, grime and other build-up
detrimental to all powder coatings.
For any particular region or territory, there
may be local regulations or local requirements
to be met in order to achieve conformance to
certain published quality labels or standards. It
is the users’ responsibility to be aware of such
standards.
Records of all cleaning schedules and
frequencies shall be kept and maintained and
made available to AkzoNobel if requested.
Failure to comply with the recommended
cleaning schedule will nullify any warranties.

CLEANING COATED SURFACES
Cleaning should start at the time the products
are installed, ensuring that construction
materials such as concrete, plaster and paint
splashes are removed before they have
a chance to dry. Failure to remove these
materials at this early stage will require the
use of aggressive cleaning materials and
techniques with potential damage to the
powder coated surface.

METHOD
The best method of cleaning of Interpon
D products is by regular washing of the
coating using a solution of warm water and
non-abrasive, pH neutral detergent solution.
Surfaces should be thoroughly rinsed after
cleaning to remove all residues. All surfaces
should be cleaned using a soft cloth or
sponge or nothing harsher than a soft natural
bristle brush. Cleaning of powder coated
sections can be conveniently carried out at
the same time as window cleaning.
If the project is subject to any hazardous
unusual environmental factors, or is close to
salt water, an estuary or marine environments
then Akzo Nobel must be consulted on an
individual project basis.

POWDER COATING MAINTENANCE
Renovation can be required in the case of
heavy soiling (due to lack of maintenance). It
is then recommended to consult a specialized
company.

CLEANING PRODUCTS
Before cleaning, attention must, without
exception be paid to the cleaning agent’s
datasheet.
The following guideline from GRM in
Germany is also very useful and informative:
and the applicable guidelines of the various
associations:
http://grm-online.de/ﬁleadmin/user_upload/
pdf/Neue_GPB/GPB_632_DB_Englisch.pdf
Usual maintenance can be done using water
with mild detergent (pH 5 to 8).
If the atmospheric pollution has resulted
in heavy soiling of the coating, some stains
or marks may require stronger domestic
products. In such cases, they should always
be diluted, and small inconspicuous test areas
cleaned ﬁrst.
In no circumstance should any abrasive
cleaner or polish, or any cleaner containing
ketones, esters be used.

All information contained in these pages is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate at the time of publication. This document is not contractually binding and we do not accept any
responsibility or liability if the information contained in this document proves to be incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete.
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Frequency
The frequency of such cleaning will depend
on many factors including:
• The geographical location of the building
• The environment surrounding the
building, i.e., marine, swimming pool,
industrial, or a combination of these
environments
• Levels of atmospheric pollution
• Prevailing wind
• Protection of the building by other
buildings
• Possibility of airborne debris (e.g., sand/
dust etc.) causing erosive wear of the
coating
• If the environmental circumstances
change during the lifetime of the building
(e.g., rural becomes industrial)

The frequency of cleaning depends in part on
the standard of appearance that is required
and also the requirements to remove deposits,
which could, during prolonged contact with
either the powder ﬁlm or the metal substrate,
(if exposed) cause damage.
Sheltered areas can be more at risk of coating
degradation than exposed areas. This is
because wind-blown salt and other pollutants
may adhere to the surface and will not be

Records of all cleaning schedules and
frequencies shall be kept and maintained and
made available to Akzo Nobel if requested.
The manufacturers cleaning frequency
speciﬁcations are shown below:

CLIMATE
Environment
Normal - C3 Inland

Marine - C4 Coastal

Industrial -C5i Coastal

• The powder coating chemistry, for
example:
• Standard polyester (Interpon D1000
type) – most regular cleaning

cleaned away with rainfall. These areas should
be inspected and cleaned if necessary on a
more regular basis.

Swimming Pool

2000 to 5000m from coastline
500 to 2000m from coastline
50 to 500m from coastline
Less than 50m from coastline
2000 to 5000m from pollution source
500 to 2000m from pollution source
50 to 500m from pollution source
Less than 50m from pollution source
Greater than 2m from edge of pool
2m from edge of pool

TEMPERATE AND ARID
D1000 Series
12 months
12 months
6 months
3 months
Not recommended
12 months
6 months
3 months
Not recommended
3 months
Not recommended

All information contained in these pages is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate at the time of publication. This document is not contractually binding and we do not accept any
responsibility or liability if the information contained in this document proves to be incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete.
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POWDER COATING CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

POWDER COATING PROTECTION DURING CONSTRUCTION

TYPE OF CLIMATE

TEMPERATURE RANGE

HIGHEST TEMPERATURE
WITH RH ≥95%

Temperature

-33°C to 35°C

25°C

Arid

-

-

Warm Arid

-20°C to 40°C

27°C

Extremely Warm Arid

3°C to 55°C

28°C

Tropical

5°C to 40°C

33°C

Note for more detailed deﬁnitions of environment and climate please refer to ISO9223

Cleaning of brick and concrete

This schedule contains important
information regarding the care
and cleaning of our steel door’s
powder coating.
Failure to maintain the schedule
may effect any warranty.
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CHEMICAL CLEANERS

ABRASIVE BLASTING

The cleaning solutions used on both brick and
concrete contain strong chemicals that can
cause damage to the powder-coated surface.
All exposed powder-coated surfaces should
be fully protected.

The cleaning of concrete or brick by using
abrasive shot blasting must be carried out
in such a way that all structures coated with
powder coating must be fully protected.

If any such solutions or chemicals come in
contact with the powder-coated surface, wash
immediately with copious amounts of water.
Prolonged exposure can cause discolouration
of the ﬁlm, loss of gloss and damage to the
coating surface.

The abrasive medium will strip the powder
coating from the metal substrate.
Only protective tape with a low tack and
approved by the suppliers of the protective
tape for use on Powder Coatings should be
used.

All information contained in these pages is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate at the time of publication. This
document is not contractually binding and we do not accept any responsibility or liability if the information contained in this
document proves to be incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete.
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Protection of Coated
Parts During Construction
LOW TACK TAPES
Such tapes are usually applied to the coated
surface during fabrication. Clear tapes should
be removed after a period not exceeding
three months. If further protection is required
new tape should be applied. Tape should be
applied and removed as recommended by the
tape supplier.
Any residue from the tape should be removed
as soon as possible.
Do not use scrapers, abrasive papers or similar
items to clean the area as this may damage
the surface of the powder coating.
Water and a small amount of mild detergent
may be used to clean the surface of the
powder coating.
Where it is absolutely necessary a small
amount of white spirit may be used followed
by cleaning with water and mild detergent.

Do not under any circumstances use strong solvents
or solutions containing:
•
•
•
•

Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
Esters
Ketones
Abrasive cleaner or polish

PLASTIC WRAPPING
Coated parts are often shrink-wrapped in plastic
to prevent weather or mechanical damage during
transport and storage. The atmosphere within the
packaging naturally contains moisture reﬂecting
the humidity levels prevalent at the time of packing.
If the wrapped parts are kept outside in sunlight,
rapid temperature build-up can occur resulting in
a softening of the coating ﬁlm and potential for
ingress by moisture, creating a whitening effect of the
blanching. This can be reversed on further heating
of the part, but is best avoided by storing parts out of
direct sunlight.

All information contained in these pages is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate at the time of publication. This document is
not contractually binding and we do not accept any responsibility or liability if the information contained in this document proves to be
incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete.
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STRONGDOR LIMITED TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. INTERPRETATION
1.1 Definitions. In these Conditions, the following definitions apply:
Bespoke Products means bespoke or custom-made Prod- ucts
supplied by the Supplier specifically for the Customer to the Customer’s Specification.
Business Day a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public
holiday) when UK clearing banks in the city of London are open for
general business.
Conditions the terms and conditions set out in this document as
amended from time to time in accordance with clause 12.6.
Contract the contract between the Supplier and the Custom- er
for the sale and purchase of the Products in accordance with these
Conditions and any corresponding quotation or purchase order.
Customer the business or firm who purchases the Products from the
Supplier.
Force Majeure Event has the meaning given in clause 11.
Installation Location the retail premises, business premises or
other location in which the Products are to be installed (if applicable).
Order the Customer’s order for the Products, as set out in the Customer’s purchase order form and the Customer’s written acceptance of the
Supplier’s quotation.
Products the products from Strongdor Ltd (including stand- ard and
any Bespoke Products) (or any parts and/or compo- nents of them or
material incorporated in them) set out in the Order.
Specification any specification for the Bespoke Products, including
any related plans and drawings, that is agreed in writing by the
Customer and the Supplier.
Supplier Strongdor Ltd (registered in England and Wales with
company number 06934375), with a registered address at Unit 10
Carnforth Business Park, Oakwood Way, Carnforth, United Kingdom,
LA5 9FD.
Trade Marks means any trade name, business name, logo or trade
mark, used or owned by the Supplier whether registered or otherwise.
Website means the Supplier’s websites at www.strongdor. com.
1.2 Construction. In these Conditions, the following rules apply:
(a) A person includes a natural person, corporate or unin- corporated body (whether or not having separate legal personality).
(b) A reference to a party includes its personal representa- tives,
successors or permitted assigns.
(c) A reference to a statute or statutory provision is a reference
to such statute or provision as amended or re-enacted. A
reference to a statute or statutory provision includes any
subordinate legislation made under that statute or statutory
provision, as amended or re-enacted.
(d) Any phrase introduced by the terms including, include, in
particular or any similar expression shall be construed as
illustrative and shall not limit the sense of the words preceding
those terms.
(e) A reference to writing or written includes emails.
2. BASIS OF CONTRACT
2.1 All Orders placed with the Supplier constitute the acknowl- edgement
and acceptance of these Conditions by the Custom- er. These Conditions apply to the Contract to the exclusion of any other terms that
the Customer seeks to impose or in- corporate (whether as part of a
purchase order or otherwise), or which are implied by trade, custom,
practice or course of dealing. Such terms shall be void and of no effect
whatsoever.
2.2 The Order constitutes an offer by the Customer to purchase the
Products in accordance with these Conditions in their en- tirety. The
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Customer is responsible for ensuring that the terms of the Order and
any applicable Specification are complete and accurate.
2.3 The Order shall only be deemed to be accepted when the Supplier
issues a written acceptance of the Order (“Order Confirmation”) or
dispatches the Products, at which point the Contract shall come into
existence.
2.4 The Supplier shall be entitled to reject the Order at its sole discretion
and if it elects to do so (for example due to una- vailability of the Products requested by the Customer) it shall notify the Customer of this by
email or telephone and will not process the Order. If the Customer has
already made full or part payment for the Products, the Supplier shall
refund such amounts as soon as reasonably practicable.
2.5 The Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the parties
and supersedes any and all prior or contemporaneous written or
oral agreements, correspondence, quotations, understandings, negotiations or discussions between the par- ties relating to the subject
matter hereof. The Customer ac- knowledges that it has not relied on
any statement, promise, representation, assurance or warranty made
or given by or on behalf of the Supplier which is not set out in the
Contract.
2.6 Any samples, drawings, images, descriptive matter, or ad- vertising
produced by the Supplier or any third parties and any descriptions or
illustrations, specification figures as to performance and particulars
of weights and dimensions con- tained in the Supplier’s or third parties’ catalogues, websites (including the Website) or brochures are
produced for the sole purpose of giving an approximate idea of the
Products described in them. They shall not form part of the Contract or
have any contractual force.
2.7 A quotation for the Products given by the Supplier shall not constitute
an offer to supply the Products. A quotation shall only be valid for a
period of 30 days from its date of issue (or such other period as may
be stipulated on the Supplier’s quotation) and may be withdrawn by
the Supplier at any time before it has been accepted by the Customer.
2.8 Although the Supplier has made every effort to display the colours of
the Products accurately in its marketing materials and those of third
parties, the Supplier cannot guarantee that the Customer’s display of
the colours will accurately reflect the colour of the Products and the
Product may vary slightly from images advertised.
2.9 Due to the nature of the Products, the Customer hereby agrees,
acknowledges and accepts that (where applicable):
a) the colour and consistency of certain Products may vary from
any samples and is liable to change as a result of the passage
of time and any exposure to sunlight;
b) the Supplier cannot guarantee the quality, colour, pat- tern,
grain, finish or texture of the Products, nor can con- sistency
be guaranteed throughout due to unavoidable variances which
may arise in the manufacturing process of the Products.
3. PRODUCTS
3.1 The Products are described in the Supplier’s quotation or Order
Confirmation.
3.2 To the extent that the Products are to be manufactured in accordance
with a Specification supplied by the Customer, the Customer shall
indemnify the Supplier against all liabilities, costs, expenses,
damages and losses (including any direct, indirect or consequential
losses, loss of profit, loss of reputa- tion and all interest, penalties
and legal and other reasonable professional costs and expenses)
suffered or incurred by the Supplier in connection with any claim
made against the Supplier for actual or alleged infringement of a third
party’s intellectual property rights arising out of or in connection with
the Supplier’s use of the Specification. This clause 3.2 shall survive
termination of the Contract.
3.3 The Supplier reserves the right to amend the Specification if required
by any applicable statutory or regulatory require- ments.

3.4 The Supplier shall be entitled to supply an alternative Product to
match as closely as possible to the Products that the Cus- tomer
has ordered. The Supplier will provide the Customer with reasonable
notice as soon as this becomes apparent and the Customer will have
the option to accept the alternate Product or cancel the Order.
3.5 The Customer shall be wholly responsible for determining whether
the Products are fit for purpose where they are to be used for a
particular or special purpose and whether they are suitable for the
intended Installation Location and the Customer agrees, and acknowledges and accepts that the Supplier is a supplier of the Products only
and nothing is to be taken as a warranty, representation or otherwise
that the Supplier has provided any design advice or installation
instruction upon which the Customer is entitled to place any reliance.
Subject to clauses 6.1 and 6.2, all warranties relat- ing to the Products,
including but not limited to any warranty of merchantability, fitness
for a particular purpose or use, or non-infringement, is expressly
disclaimed and excluded.
3.6 The Supplier shall not be responsible for installing the Prod- ucts and
shall have no liability for any damage to the Products or any other
Property, person or otherwise caused during the installation of the
Products. Any guidelines or instructions that the Supplier may provide
in relation to installation are to act as a manufacturer’s guide only
and are not specific to the Installation Location or any individual
Products and should not be relied upon for the proper installation of
the Products, which should only be carried out by an appropriately
skilled professional.
3.7 The Customer shall be responsible for installing the Products in accordance with the Supplier’s installation instructions and videos and
ensuring that the Products are fully and properly maintained including
but not limited to ensuring that the Prod- ucts are adequately protected against damage including but not limited to using any protectors
in accordance with manu- facturers guidance or instructions or
guidance provided by the installer of the Products. The Customer shall
store all Products supplied by the Supplier in accordance with British
Standard Institute recommendations, unless otherwise stated.
3.8 No agent, employee or representative of the Supplier (or any distributor, dealer or sales representative of the Supplier) has the authority
to bind the Supplier to any statement, rep- resentation or warranty
concerning the Products, and unless such statement, representation
or warranty is specifically in- cluded in these Conditions, it shall not
form a part of the basis of these Conditions and shall in no way be
binding upon the Supplier or enforceable by the Customer. Except as
expressly agreed to by the Supplier in writing, the Products are not
rated or certified for any particular application or environment.
3.9 No Order which has been accepted by the Supplier may be cancelled
by the Customer except with the agreement in writing of the Supplier
on the terms that the Customer shall indemnify the Supplier in full
against all loss (including loss of profit), costs (including the cost
of all labour and materials used), damages, charges and expenses
incurred by the Sup- plier as a result of such cancellation.
4. CONFIDENTIALITY
4.1 The Customer will regard as confidential the Contract and all
information obtained by it relating to the business and/ or products
of the Supplier and will not use or disclose to any third party such
information without the Supplier’s prior written consent provided that
this undertaking shall not apply to information which is in the public
domain other than by reason of the Supplier’s default.
4.2 The Customer will not use, authorise or permit any other person to
use any Trade Mark which the Supplier is licensed to use or which
is owned by the Supplier upon any premises, note paper, visiting
cards, advertisement or other printed mat- ter or in any other manner
whatsoever unless such use shall have been previously authorised in
writing by the Supplier and (where appropriate) its licensor.

5. DELIVERY
5.1 The Supplier shall ensure that:
(a) each delivery of the Products is accompanied by a deliv- ery
note which shows the date of the Order, all relevant Customer
and Supplier reference numbers, the type and quantity of the
Products (including the code number of the Products, where
applicable) and, if the Order is being delivered by instalments,
the outstanding balance of Products remaining to be delivered;
and
(b) if the Supplier requires the Customer to return any packaging
materials to the Supplier, that fact is clearly stated on the
delivery note. The Customer shall make any such packaging
materials available for collection at such times as the Supplier
shall reasonably request. Returns of packaging materials shall
be at the Supplier’s expense.
5.2 Subject to clause 5.3, the Supplier shall deliver the Products to the
location set out in the Order or such other location as the parties
may agree (“Delivery Location”) on such date as the Supplier shall
notify the Customer by email in advance of dispatch of the Products
(“Delivery Date”).
5.3 If the Supplier has agreed in advance upon the Customer plac- ing
the Order, the Customer may collect the Products from the Supplier’s
premises or such other location as may be advised by the Supplier
prior to delivery (“Collection Point”).
5.4 Delivery of the Products shall be completed on the Products’ arrival
at the Delivery Location or upon the Supplier making the Products
available for collection from the Collection Point (as applicable).
5.5 The Supplier does not handle or unload the Products on arrival at the
Delivery Location and does not load the Products at the Collection
Point. The Customer must ensure that adequate as- sistance and
personnel are available to unload the Products upon delivery.
5.6 Subject to clause 5.7, if the Supplier fails to deliver any or all of the
Products (“Undelivered Products”), its liability shall be limited, at its
election to one of the following:
(a) replacing the Products within a reasonable amount of time; or
(b) issuing a credit note against the invoice raised for the Undelivered Products; or
(c) where the Customer has paid in advance for the Unde- livered
Products, the Supplier may elect to reimburse the Customer for
the price of the Undelivered Products.
5.7 The Supplier shall have no liability for any failure or delay in delivering the Products where:
(a) such failure or delay is caused by the Customer’s fail- ure to
comply with its obligations under the Contract, including a
failure to:
(i) collect the Products in accordance with clause 5.3; and/
or
(ii) provide the Supplier with the correct delivery ad- dress
or any other relevant instructions; and/or
(iii) the failure or delay has been caused by a Force Majeure
Event.
5.8 If the Customer fails to take delivery of the Products or collect the
Products from the Collection Point on the Delivery Date, or fails to provide any instructions, documents, licences consents or authorisations
required to enable the Products to be delivered on the Delivery Date,
then, except where such failure or delay is caused by the Supplier’s
failure to comply with its obligations under the Contract:
(a) delivery of the Products shall be deemed to have been completed at 9.00am on the Delivery Date (“Deemed Delivery”) and
responsibility for the Products shall pass to the Customer upon
Deemed Delivery;
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(b) the Supplier shall store the Products until delivery takes place,
and charge the Customer for related costs and expenses
(including, without limitation, storage and insurance);
(c) if the Customer fails to accept delivery of the Products within
4 weeks of the date of Deemed Delivery, the Sup- plier may resell or otherwise dispose of the Products (or any part of them)
to any third party, without any liability to the Customer.
Any dates quoted for delivery are approximate only, and the time of
delivery is not of the essence. The Supplier shall not be liable for any
delay in delivery of the Products that is caused by a Force Majeure
Event or the Customer’s failure to provide the Supplier with adequate
delivery instructions or any other instructions that are relevant to the
supply of the Products.
The Customer shall not be entitled to reject the Products if the Supplier delivers up to and including 5% more or less than the quantity of
Products ordered, but a pro rata adjustment shall be made to the Order
invoice on receipt of notice from the Customer that the wrong quantity
of Products was deliv- ered. Subject to clause 6.3(c), the Customer
shall not return any Products delivered to it without the consent of,
and upon terms agreed to, by the Supplier. The Supplier may, in its
ab- solute discretion, accept the return of Products which are not
Bespoke Products to the credit of the Customer provided that such
Products are returned to its premises unused and un- damaged before
the expiration of 14 days after their delivery to the Customer and the
Customer agrees to pay a handling and administration charge equal
to 20% of the price of the returned Products.
The Supplier may deliver the Products by instalments, which shall be
invoiced and paid for separately. Each instalment shall constitute a
separate Contract. Any delay in delivery or defect in an instalment
shall not entitle the Customer to cancel any other instalment.
The type and quantity of Products recorded by the Supplier upon
dispatch from its premises shall be conclusive evidence of the type
and quantity received by the Customer upon Delivery, however the
Customer is responsible for checking the Products upon Delivery
and ensuring that it has been supplied with the correct Products
(including but not limited to, the correct colour), before installing
the Products at the Installation Location. The Supplier shall be under
no liabili- ty for any damage or shortages that would be apparent on
reasonably careful inspection if the provisions of this clause
are not complied with and, in any event, will be under no liability if a
written complaint is not delivered to the Supplier within 5 Business
Days of delivery detailing the alleged dam- age or shortage. By accepting and/or installing the Products, the Customer acknowledges
that the Supplier has fully dis- charged all of its obligations under the
Contract.
The Supplier is able to deliver to certain countries outside of the United Kingdom (“International Delivery Location”). However, there are
restrictions on certain Products for certain countries, so the Customer
must contact the Supplier before ordering Products for delivery to any
International Delivery Location to check whether the Supplier is able
to deliver to the Customer’s preferred country or location.
The Customer shall be responsible for payment of any import, duties
and taxes which are applied when the Products reach the International Delivery Location. The Supplier has no con- trol over these charges
and cannot predict their amount. The Customer shall be responsible
for ascertaining the amounts of any such import, duties and taxes and
for payment of the same.
The Customer shall be responsible for complying with all applicable
laws and regulations in the relevant International Delivery Location.
The Supplier does not warrant or guaran- tee that the Products will be
compliant with any International laws applicable in any International
Delivery Location, and will not be liable for any breach of such laws
by the Customer or in relation to the Products.

5.16 The Customer shall comply with and be responsible for all applicable
laws, regulations and ordinances (including build- ing codes and the
Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974) and all industry standards
which are or may hereafter be in effect from time to time with respect
to the selection and/or installation of the Products. The Customer
shall exercise suit- able safety precautions and shall require employees to follow all installation and use procedures and recommendations as may be published by the Supplier, including preventing injury
or damage to person or property. It is the Customer’s responsibility to
provide all the means that may be necessary to effectively protect all
employees and other persons from harm or injury which otherwise
may result from the method of installation or use of the Products. If
the Customer fails to comply with the provisions of this clause or the
applicable standards or regulations aforementioned, the Customer
shall indemnify and hold the Supplier, and its respective employees
and agents, harmless from and against all claims, losses or damages
arising therefrom.
6. QUALITY
6.1 Certain Products benefit from a manufacturers guarantee. For details
of the applicable terms and conditions, the Customer should refer to
the manufacturers guarantee provided with the Products.
6.2 For Products which do not have a manufacturers guarantee, the
Supplier provides a warranty that the Products shall be free from
material defects in design, material and workman- ship, conform in
all material respects with their description and be fit for any purpose
expressly held out by the Supplier and remain so for 12 months from
the Delivery Date.
6.3 Subject to clause 6.4, if:
(a) the Customer gives notice in writing to the Supplier dur- ing
the applicable warranty period at clause 6.2 above, within a
reasonable time of discovery that some or all of the Products
do not comply with the warranty set out in clause 6.2;
(b) the Supplier is given a reasonable opportunity of exam- ining
such Products; and
(c) the Customer (if asked to do so by the Supplier) returns such
Products to the Supplier’s place of business at the Customer’s
cost, the Supplier shall, at its option, repair or replace the defective Products, or refund the price of the defective Products
in full.
6.4 The Supplier shall not be liable for Products’ failure to comply with
the warranty set out in clause 6.2, in any of the following events:
(a) the Customer makes any further use of such Products after
giving notice in accordance with clause 6.3;
(b) the defect arises because the Customer failed to follow the
Supplier’s user or manufacturer’s guidelines, oral or written
instructions as to the storage, commissioning, installation,
use, protection and maintenance of the Products or (if there
are none) good trade practice re- garding the same;
(c) the defect arises as a result of the Supplier following any
drawing, design or Specification supplied by the Customer
(including but not limited to in the case of Bespoke Products);
(d) the Customer or any third party alters or repairs such Products
without the written consent of the Supplier;
(e) the defect arises as a result of fair wear and tear, wilful
damage, negligence, or abnormal storage or working conditions, accident or negligence by the Customer or any third
party including but not limited to upon the installation of the
Products; or
(f) the Products differ from the Specification as a result of changes
made to ensure they comply with applicable statutory or regulatory requirements.

6.5 Except as provided in this clause 6, the Supplier shall have no
liability to the Customer in respect of the Products’ failure to
comply with the warranty set out in clause 6.2.
6.6 The terms implied by sections 13 to 15 of the Sale of Products Act
1979 are, to the fullest extent permitted by law, excluded from the
Contract.
6.7 These Conditions shall apply to any repaired or replacement
Products supplied by the Supplier.
7. TITLE AND RISK
7.1 The risk in the Products shall pass to the Customer upon the
earlier of the arrival of the Products at the Delivery Location (prior
to unloading) or the Collection Point (as applicable) or Deemed
Delivery.
7.2 Subject to clause 7.4, title to the Products shall not pass to the
Customer until the Supplier receives payment in full (in cash or
cleared funds) for:
(a) the Products; and
(b) any other goods that the Supplier has supplied to the
Customer, in which case title to the Products shall pass at
the time of payment of all such sums.
7.3 Until title to the Products has passed to the Customer, the Customer shall:
(a) store the Products (at no cost to the Supplier) separately
from all other goods held by the Customer so that they
remain readily identifiable as the Supplier’s property;
(b) not remove, deface or obscure any identifying mark or
packaging on or relating to the Products;
(c) not install or permit the installation of the Products at the
Installation Location;
(d) maintain the Products in satisfactory condition and keep
them insured against all risks for their full price from the
date of delivery and upon the Supplier’s request, produce
such policies of insurance to the Supplier;
(e) notify the Supplier immediately if it becomes subject to any
of the events listed in clause 9.2; and
(f) give the Supplier such information relating to the Prod- ucts
as the Supplier may require from time to time.
7.4 Subject to clause 7.5, the Customer may resell or use the Products
in the ordinary course of its business (but not other- wise) before
the Supplier receives payment for the Products. However, if the
Customer resells the Products before that time:
(a) it does so as principal and not as the Supplier’s agent; and
(b) title to the Products shall pass from the Supplier to the
Customer immediately before the time at which resale by
the Customer occurs.
7.5 If before title to the Products passes to the Customer the Customer becomes subject to any of the events listed in clause 9.2 then,
without limiting any other right or remedy the Supplier may have:
(a) the Customer’s right to resell the Products or use them in
the ordinary course of its business ceases immediately and
the Customer assigns to the Supplier any claim or rights
against sub-purchasers in order to enable the Supplier to
make full recovery of monies owed; and
(b) the Supplier may at any time:
(i) require the Customer to deliver up all Products in its
possession which have not been resold, or irrevocably incorporated into another product; and
(ii) if the Customer fails to do so promptly, enter any
premises of the Customer or of any third party where

the Products are stored in order to recover them (or
appoint an agent in writing to do so).
7.6 In the event that the Customer sells or transfers the Products
to a third party before legal and beneficial title has passed to it
under these Conditions, the proceeds of the sub-sale or transfer
(or such proportion as is due to the Supplier) shall be held by
the Customer on behalf of the Supplier. The Customer shall ensure
that such moneys are held separately from, and are in no way
mixed with, any other moneys or funds, and that all moneys held
on the Supplier’s behalf are identified as such.
7.7 Should the Customer alter the Products by subjecting them to
any manufacturing process or incorporating them into any other
product or mixing them in any way the Supplier will own the
resulting product until payment due under all contracts between
the Supplier and Customer has been made in full.
8. PRICE AND PAYMENT
8.1 The price of the Products shall be as quoted by the Supplier in
writing or, if no price is quoted, the price set out in the Suppli- er’s
published price list in force as at the date of delivery.
8.2 The Supplier may, by giving notice to the Customer at any time
up to 5 Business Days before delivery, increase the price of the
Products to reflect any increase in the cost of the Prod- ucts that
is due to:
(a) any factor beyond the Supplier’s control (including foreign
exchange fluctuations, increases in taxes and duties, and
increases in labour, materials and other manufacturing
costs);
(b) any request by the Customer to change the Delivery Date,
quantities or types of Products ordered, or the Specification; or
(c) any delay caused by any instructions of the Customer or
failure of the Customer to give the Supplier adequate or
accurate information or instructions.
8.3 The price of the Products is exclusive of the costs and charges
of packaging, insurance, loading, unloading and transport of the
Products (“Additional Payments”), which shall be invoiced to
the Customer.
8.4 The price of the Products is exclusive of applicable amounts
in respect of value added tax (“VAT”), excise, sales taxes or
levies of a similar nature which are imposed or charged by any
competent fiscal authority in respect of the Products, which the
Customer shall be additionally liable to pay to the Supplier. The
Customer shall, on receipt of a valid VAT invoice from the Supplier,
pay to the Supplier such additional amounts in respect of VAT as
are chargeable on the supply of the Products.
8.5 Where the Supplier has agreed that the Products shall be
de- livered to an International Delivery Location, the price of
the Products does not include any relevant import duties, taxes
or any other fees associated with such delivery (“International
Payments”), and the Customer shall be responsible for all such
International Payments in accordance with clause 5.14.
8.6 The price of the Products does not include delivery charges.
Delivery charges are as notified by the Supplier in writing.
8.7 Subject to clause 8.8, the Supplier will invoice the Customer for
the price of the Products, VAT, Additional Payments and any applicable International Payments at any time after the Customer has
placed the Order and payment must be made in full and cleared
funds to the bank account nominated in writ- ing by the Supplier
within 30 days of the date of the invoice. Time of payment is of the
essence. The Supplier reserves the right to require payment prior
to the time of shipment or col- lection if, in its opinion, exercised
in its subjective judgment, the Customer’s financial condition has
deteriorated or the risk of non-payment has otherwise increased.

8.8 If the Customer’s Order includes any Bespoke Products, a non-refundable payment of 50 per cent of the price of the Bespoke Products must be made at the time the Customer places its Order. The
Supplier shall be entitled to invoice the Customer for the balance
at any time after the Customer has placed the Order, and except
as otherwise agreed by the Supplier in writing, payment must be
made to the Supplier in full and cleared funds to the Bank account
nominated by the Supplier in writing, within 30 days of the date
of the invoice, and in any event prior to delivery of the Bespoke
Products. The Supplier shall not dispatch the Bespoke Products for
delivery or allow collection of them until it has received payment
in full and cleared funds.
8.9 For the avoidance of doubt, where the Customer has ordered Bespoke Products, any deposit paid by the Customer in ac- cordance
with clause 8.8 or otherwise shall be non-returnable in the event
that the Customer subsequently cancels or termi- nates the Order
or fails, for whatever reason, to collect or take delivery of the
Bespoke Products within a period of 6 weeks from the Delivery
Date.
8.10 If the Customer fails to make any payment due to the Supplier
under the Contract by the due date for payment, then:
(a) the Customer shall pay interest on the overdue amount at
the rate of 8% per annum above the Bank of Eng- land’s
base rate from time to time. Such interest shall accrue on
a daily basis from the due date until actual payment of the
overdue amount, whether before or after judgment. The
Customer shall pay the interest together with the overdue
amount; and
(b) the Supplier reserves its right to recover all of its costs in
pursuing the debt (including legal fees) from the Cus- tomer.
8.11 The Customer shall pay all amounts due under the Contract in
full without any set-off, counterclaim, deduction or with- holding
(except for any deduction or withholding required by law). The
Supplier may at any time, without limiting any other rights or remedies it may have, set off any amount owing to it by the Customer
against any amount payable by the Supplier to the Customer.
9. TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION
9.1 If the Customer becomes subject to any of the events listed in
clause 9.2, the Supplier may terminate the Contract with immediate effect by giving written notice to the Customer.
9.2 For the purposes of clause 9.1, the relevant events are:
(a) the Customer suspends, or threatens to suspend, pay- ment
of its debts, or is unable to pay its debts as they fall due or
admits inability to pay its debts, or (being a company or
limited liability partnership) is deemed un- able to pay its
debts within the meaning of section 123 of the Insolvency
Act 1986, or (being a partnership) has any partner to whom
any of the foregoing apply;
(b) the Customer commences negotiations with all or any class
of its creditors with a view to rescheduling any of its debts,
or makes a proposal for or enters into any compromise
or arrangement with its creditors other than where these
events take place for the sole purpose of a scheme for a
solvent amalgamation of the Custom- er with one or more
other companies or the solvent reconstruction of the
Customer;
(c) a petition is filed, a notice is given, a resolution is passed,
or an order is made, for or in connection with the winding
up of the Customer, other than for the sole purpose of a
scheme for a solvent amalgamation of the Customer with
one or more other companies or the sol- vent reconstruction of the Customer;
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(d) an application is made to court, or an order is made, for the
appointment of an administrator or if a notice of intention
to appoint an administrator is given or if an administrator
is appointed over the Customer;
(e) the holder of a qualifying floating charge over the Customer’s assets has become entitled to appoint or has
appointed an administrative receiver;
(f) a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver over the
Customer’s assets or a receiver is appointed over the
Customer’s assets;
(g) a creditor or encumbrancer of the Customer attaches or
takes possession of, or a distress, execution, sequestration or other such process is levied or enforced on or
sued against, the whole or any part of its assets and such
attachment or process is not discharged within 14 days;
(h) any event occurs, or proceeding is taken, with respect to
the Customer in any jurisdiction to which it is sub- ject that
has an effect equivalent or similar to any of the events
mentioned in clause 9.2(a) to clause 9.2(g) (inclusive);
(i) the Customer suspends, threatens to suspend, ceases or
threatens to cease to carry on all or a substantial part of
its business;
(j) the Customer’s financial position deteriorates to such an
extent that in the Supplier’s opinion the Customer’s capability to adequately fulfil its obligations under the Contract
has been placed in jeopardy; or
(k) the Customer fails to perform any of its obligations under
these Conditions.
Without limiting its other rights or remedies, the Supplier may
suspend provision of the Products under the Contract or any
other contract between the Customer and the Supplier if the
Customer becomes subject to any of the events listed in clause
9.2(a) to clause 9.2(k), or the Supplier reasonably believes that
the Customer is about to become subject to any of them, or if the
Customer fails to pay any amount due under this Contract on the
due date for payment.
On termination of the Contract for any reason the Customer shall
immediately pay to the Supplier all of the Supplier’s outstanding
unpaid invoices and interest.
Termination of the Contract, however arising, shall not affect any
of the parties’ rights, remedies, obligations and liabilities that
have accrued as at termination.
Clauses which expressly or by implication survive termination of
the Contract shall continue in full force and effect.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY
Nothing in these Conditions shall limit or exclude the Suppli- er’s
liability for:
(a) death or personal injury caused by its negligence, or the
negligence of its employees, agents or subcontractors (as
applicable);
(b) fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation;
(c) breach of the terms implied by section 12 of the Sale of
Goods Act 1979; or
(d) defective products under the Consumer Protection Act
1987.
Subject to clause 10.1:
(a) the Supplier shall under no circumstances whatever be
liable to the Customer, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise,
(whether direct, indirect or consequential (and whether
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caused by the negligence of the Supplier, its servants or
agents or otherwise) for any:
(i) loss of profit or pure economic loss;
(ii) loss of sales, business or revenue;
(iii) loss of corruption of data, information or software;
(iv) loss of business or business opportunity;
(v) loss of anticipated savings;
(vi) loss of goodwill; or
(vii) or any other indirect, special or consequential loss,
arising under or in connection with the Contract, the
supply of the Products or their use or resale by the
Customer; and
(b) the Supplier’s total liability to the Customer in respect of
all other losses arising under or in connection with the
Contract, whether in contract, tort (including negli- gence),
breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, shall in no circumstances exceed 100% of the price of the Prod- ucts subject
to the Order to which the liability relates.
In addition to clause 3.2, the Customer hereby releases and
agrees to defend, indemnify and hold the Supplier, and its respective employees and agents, harmless from and against any and
all claims, losses, liabilities, damages or expenses whatsoever,
including any arising from any alleged injury to person, property
or business, arising from or in any way relat- ing, directly or
indirectly, to the delivery, assembly, erection, installation, use
or repair of the Products and/or any related or other claims or
losses, whether or not caused by the Cus- tomer and/or its agents
or employees or any of their acts, omissions or negligence.
FORCE MAJEURE
Neither party shall be liable for any failure or delay in performing its obligations under the Contract to the extent that such
failure or delay is caused by a Force Majeure Event. A “Force
Majeure Event” means any event beyond a party’s reasona- ble
control, which by its nature could not have been foreseen, or, if
it could have been foreseen, was unavoidable, including strikes,
lock-outs or other industrial disputes (whether in- volving its
own workforce or a third party’s), failure of energy sources or
transport network, labour or transportation diffi- culties, inability
to obtain products, materials or components, acts of God, war,
terrorism, riot, civil commotion, interference by civil or military
authorities, national or international calam- ity, armed conflict,
malicious damage, breakdown of plant or machinery, nuclear,
chemical or biological contamination, sonic boom, explosions,
collapse of building structures, fires, floods, storms, earthquakes,
loss at sea, epidemics or similar events, natural disasters or
extreme adverse weather condi- tions, or default of suppliers or
subcontractors.
GENERAL
Assignment and other dealings.
(a) The Supplier may at any time assign, transfer, mortgage,
charge, subcontract or deal in any other manner with all or
any of its rights or obligations under the Contract.
(b) The Customer may not assign, transfer, mortgage, charge,
subcontract, declare a trust over or deal in any other
manner with any or all of its rights or obligations under the
Contract without the prior written consent of the Supplier.
Notices.
(a) Any notice or other communication given to a party under
or in connection with the Contract shall be in writing,
addressed to that party at its registered office (if it is a
company) or its principal place of business (in any other
case) or such other address as that party may have spec-
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ified to the other party in writing in accord- ance with this
clause, and shall be delivered personally, sent by pre-paid,
first-class post or other next working day delivery service,
commercial courier or email.
(b) A notice or other communication shall be deemed to have
been received: if delivered personally, when left at the
address referred to in clause 12.2(a); if sent by pre- paid
first class post or other next working day delivery service,
at 9.00am on the third Business Day after post- ing; if
delivered by commercial courier, on the date and at the
time that the courier’s delivery receipt is signed; or, if sent
by email, one Business Day after transmission provided
that such email was sent to the correct email address of
the intended recipient and not recalled, or a message of
non-delivery received.
(c) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to the ser- vice
of any proceedings or other documents in any legal action.
Severance.
(a) If any provision or part-provision of the Contract is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable, it shall be deemed
modified to the minimum extent necessary to make it valid,
legal and enforceable. If such modification is not possible,
the relevant provision or part-provision shall be deemed
deleted. Any modification to or dele- tion of a provision or
part-provision under this clause shall not affect the validity
and enforceability of the rest of the Contract.
(b) If any provision or part-provision of this Contract is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the parties shall negotiate in
good faith to amend such provision so that, as amend- ed,
it is legal, valid and enforceable, and, to the greatest extent
possible, achieves the intended commercial result of the
original provision.
Waiver. A waiver of any right or remedy under the Contract or law
is only effective if given in writing and shall not be deemed a
waiver of any subsequent breach or default. No failure or delay by
a party to exercise any right or remedy pro- vided under the Contract or by law shall constitute a waiver of that or any other right
or remedy, nor shall it prevent or restrict the further exercise of
that or any other right or remedy. No single or partial exercise of
such right or remedy shall prevent or restrict the further exercise
of that or any other right or remedy.
Third party rights. A person who is not a party to the Con- tract
shall not have any rights to enforce its terms.
Variation. Except as set out in these Conditions, no variation of the
Contract, including the introduction of any additional terms and
conditions, shall be effective unless it is in writing and signed by
the Supplier.
Governing law. The Contract, and any dispute or claim arising out
of or in connection with it or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims), shall be governed by,
and construed in accordance with the law of England and Wales.
Jurisdiction. Each party irrevocably agrees that the courts of
England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any
dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with this Contract
or its subject matter or formation (including non-con- tractual
disputes or claims).
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